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Australian Higher Education Research
and Society

PART II: EQUALITY OF OPPORTUNITY AND
ACCOUNTABILITY: 1966-1982

D. S. Anderson and E. Eaton
Australian National University

ABSTRACT
This is the second part of a review of research on higher education since World War B. Part I,
published in the previous issue of this Journal, examined how research responded to post-war
reconstruction of the later 1940s and the rising community expectations for education of the
1950s and 1960s. In Part II the themes are equality of opportunity and the end of expansion.
By the mid-1960s many researchers were questioning the representativeness of participation in
higher education and the nature of the education process. More recently some of the research
questions have been reminiscent of the late 1940s, that is, how can the efficiency of higher
education be improved. Whereas expansion and optimism characterised the first thirty post-war
years however, the context is now one of reduced resources and some pessimism.
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THE SEARCH FOR EQUALITY: 1966-1975

In Part I of this survey we siw how Australian research on higher education

responded to the needs of the time. The period 1945-1955 was of post-War
reconstruction and development in which, for the first time, universities came to be

seen as institutes of national purpose. Universities were to provide the high level

professional manpower for the new society and the early researchers of this period
asked the question: who has the talent for university education? They designed studies

which would discover the key to predicting academic success. By 1955, it was widely

realised that there was more to success and failure than the attributes which Students
brought with them and researchers began to question what went on in universities.

At the start of the second post-War decade universities, which had just recovered

from the flood of ex-service students, were subjected to an even greater invasion by

thousands of young school leavers representing a new demand for higher education. Not

only was higher education viewed by government as a means for social and technological
progress, it was also seen for the first time by a large section of the population as

a means of enhancing individual life-chances. Many research studies adopted an inter-
actionist standpoint asking how different sorts of students, many of them from back-
grounds unfamiliar with higher education, fared in various learning environments.

The second decade of post-War higher education was the era of Murray, whose Report

had recommended to a willing Commonwealth Government that it should accept responsibi-

lity for financing and co-ordinating university expansion.

Towards the end of the 1950s it became apparent that expansion on its own was not

enough- policy-makers wanted higher education to adapt to the .seeds of society by

providing more high level technologists and more applied research workers. Once again

a report told government what it wanted to hear and the recommendation of the Martin

Report for a two-part system of higher education was .quickly adopted.

Two views had been influencing the development of higher education in the early

1960s and the Martin Committee accepted both. The first was the widespread belief

among economists that higher education contributed to growth, that in technologically

advanced societies investment in 'human capital' had been a precursor to growth and

would continue to be:

"If a community -evotes additional resources to education,
growth is likely to be fostered in at le-:c four main
ways. Firstly, the work force should itself become more
skilled and efficient at doing a given task. Secondly,

existing knowledge may be applied more rapidly in the
mod7rnization of capital equipment, and in the intro-
duction of new products and of new methods for producing

old products. Thirdly, new knowledge may ne acquired.
Fourthly, improved methods of management, whether at the
level of decision-making or at that of detailed control,

may become available (p. 5)".

In support of its assumption the Committee cited OECD data for twenty-two countries

showing a more or less linear association between enrolment rates and Gross National

Product. That assumption would now appear to be somewhat dented.

The second force was a drive for social justice. Martin cited evidence from

studies by ACER and others that higher education had been the province of a social

elite, with less than 2 per cent of the sons and less than 1 per cent of the daughters
of unskilled or semiskilled fathers enrolled full-time in university courses. The

Committee stated its belief that "eacn member of the community should have access to

as much formal education as his or her ability warrants" and expressed the hope that

the 10,000 new Commonwealth secondary scholarships would help more able young people

to complete secondary school.

7
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Thu new college of advanced education system, which followed the Martin

recommunodzions, expanded faster than the universities. In 1968 some 40,000 tudents

were enrolled in tertiary courses in tne colleges (the fact that no rehab' Zigures

on college enrolments are available for preceding years testifies to the de,irth of
interest in the non-university higher institutions). At this time, CAEs accounted for
approximately one-quarter of the total Australian tertiary population, the universities
for two-thirds, and teachers colleges for the remainder.

The balance had shifted dramatically by 1975; CAE enrolments rose from 4l7,000 in
1968 to 126,000, a figure representing a growth rate of about 14 per cent per annum,
although it must be remembere6 that the teachers colleges had been absorbed .nto the
CAE sector by this time. During the period 1955-1975, university enrolments grew by
8 per cent per annum (Karmel, 1980). In 1975 there were 73 CAEs and 19 universities;
the number of CAEs was subsequently to peak at over 80 and then decline in the 1980s
with enforced amalgamations.

The Martin Committee's recommendation that teacher educdkion should be developed
through autonomous Boards of Teacher Education had been rejected by the Commonwealth
Government. This decision attracted unfavourable criticism, as did the Government's
reection of Martin's proposal for establishing an Australian Tertiary Education
Commission which would have brought universities and colleges of advanced education
into a single system of planning. In the preface to what appears to be the first major
publication ever devoted to an expert analysis of the nature and efficiency of higher
education in Australia, E.L. Wheelwright states:

The recommendations of :he Martin Report go only part
of the way towards meeting [Australia's higher education]
needs, as formulated by our contributors, but the most
significant of even these modest proposals have been
rejected and emasculated by the Commonwealth Government
(p. xiii).

The tradition of single-purpose government teachers colleges controlled and
financed by the State education departments ended in 1972 when the Commonwealth
Government announced its intention to extend to all such institutions the same
matr:hing arrangements then applying to the financial provisions for universities and
CAEs (Harman and Selby Smith, 1981). The recommendation was subsequently adopted by
the newly elected Labor Governmenr in 1973, so that teachers colleges became part of
the CAE sector and the two-part s:ructure for Australian higher education was firmly
established.

Criticism of the way in which the binary system was developing reached a climax
at an important national conference on the planning of higher education held in 1969
(McCaig, 1973). The conference was the first of its kind held in Australia and marked
the beginnings of research interest in this area, of which the planning study, Regional
Colleges (Anderson, Datt, Beswick, Harman and Selby Smith, 1975) is the most
voluminous example. The confereace recommendations provide an index of informed
opinion at that time:

"That higher education should be served by a diversity of
institutions to cater for a wide range of individual
needs and preferences, and not on the basis of two or
three narrowly specified types of institutions since
students do not fall into simply defined groups, such as
those with analytical minds and those with practical
minds or those with vocational interests and those with
non-vocational interests ...

That in planning the provision of higher education
special attention be given to the problems of those who,
as a consequence of cultural differences or socio-economic
disadvantage, do not have the same opportunities for
progression to higher education as the rest of the
community (pp. 179-180) ".

The theme of equality, to which a variety of meanings were attached, pervaded
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discussions of higher education as the CAE sector developed. In the Martin Report,

equality referred to intellectual standards of courses. It proposed non-degree

professional courses in the technologies and other vocational areas which would be

"different but complementary" to university-type education. Tha first report of the

Comonwealth Advisory Committee on Advanced Education (WPrk, 1966) gave currency to

the slogan of "different but equal":

"Colleges of advanced education should aim to provide a
range of education of a standard of excellence and
iichness of content at least equal to that of any
sector of tertiary education in this country (p. 24)".

Government acceptance of the Sweeney Committee's (1969) recommendations for making

academic salary levels in the CAEs comparable to those in universities was an implicit

recognition that there was equality of intellectual standards between the two types

of institutions.

In the event, the CAEs chew closer in character to the universities as time went

on in a process which came to be called upward academic drift. The trend was resisted

by the Federal Government which was particularly opposed to the colleges becoming
degree-granting institutions, the official argument being that if the CAEs "by a
gradual process of bootstrap lifting were to transform themselves into full-scale
traditional universities, as the NSW University of Technology did, the whole process
of :creating new institutions would have to be gone through again" (Mlirray-Smith, 1971:

344).

By the latter half of the 1970s it appeared to some, particularly those in the

university faction who had watched the development with some unease, that since the

college network had become so similar to the universities, "the whole idea of a binary

system of 'equal but different' [seems] to have disappeared within the passing of a

single decade. It is now left to a third force in post-secondary education, namely
the TAFE institutions, to pick up the type of programme which had been so hotly
dropped by the CAEs" (P. King, 1978: /4).

It would seem that at the institutional level the forces operating for similarity,

if not equality between institutions had proved rather more powerful than those for

diversity.

Although the universities did not expand at the same rapid rate as the CAEs, the

sector continued to grow steadily up until the mid-1970s. Petween 1966 and 1975,

seven new universities were established, four of them regional universities which

helped a little to expand opportunities for university education outside the capital

cities (Harman and Selby Smith, 1981).

The social spectrum of universities did not appear to change greatly despite

expansion and the concern of Martin and others that there should be less "wastage" due

to the failure of large numbers of children from poor families to complete their

education. During the latter 1960s there was growing support for more representative

participation in higher education; the argument however came to be based increasingly

on considerations of social justice rather than wastage of talent.

More importantly, demands for educational reform in relation to equality of

opportunity an( alequac' of provision at all levels of education began to receive

growing suppor: from the public and by 1972 it had become a major political issue.

The Labo: Part' was particularly responsive to the changed climate, and E.G. Whitlam's

policy speech includ&I a radical foriramme for educational reform. According to

Fitzgerald this represented "a redefinition of Labor's philosophy in terms of an

affluent society they saw the issues no longer as being related to lack of leisure
and inequality of wealth but rather as involving the use of leisure and removing

educational inequality" (R. Fitzgerald, 1975: 266).

The only attempt in the history of Australian higher education to directly change

the social composition of the student body by government action occurred in 1974 when

the new Labor Government abolished tuition fees for tertiary education, and at the

same time established the Tertiary Education Assistance Scheme (TEAS) to provide

9
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living allowances for all students (subject- to a means test) who were accepted for

study at an approved tertiary institution. Now it seemed that the only sector of
public education that had required substantial fees was as open, on economic grounds,

as primary, secondary and technical education.

The change from viewing higher education almost solely (as in the Murray Report)
or primarily (as in the Martin Report) in terms of economic considerations to embrace

the idea of a right to participate is reflected in the nature and scope of the
enquiries undertaken by and on behalf of government instrumentalities during the late
1960s and early 1970s. The Committee of Enquiry into Education in South Australia

(Karmel, 1971) took as its main theme the problem of equalising educational outcomes,
an important doctrine of social reform which pervaded much of the policy-making in

education in subsequent years. Following a report for the Commonwealth Government,
Schools in Australia (Karmel, 1973) the Commonwealth Schools Commission was established
tc advise the Government on the allocation of funds for schools on the basis of need,

a development intended to assist the many students from poor backgrounds.

The Commission of Inquiry into Poverty, established in 1 73, also generated au

important series of studies which helped to fill a curious gap in our knowledge. Up

until that time a great deal was known about those who made it to higher education,
but those groups from which few participated, such as the poor in inner-city suburbs,

country people and Aborigines, had scarcely engaged the interest of researchers.

Of course no discussion of equality in higher education in Australia would be
complete without mention of the Committee on Open University, appointed by the
Commonwealth Government in 1973 to "look broadly at how people at present deprived of

opportunities for tertiary education could be enabled to have them" (Committee on Open

University, 1974: 1). This Committee presented a number of recommendations to the
Australian Universities Commission aimed at improving teaching and learning among
entrants with varied backgrounds and levels of ability as a concomitant of the expand-

ing opportunities for admission. However, in a sense, the report was too late for

by 1974 it was clear that there were limits to growth and any reforms would have to be

(-lade without additional financial commitments.

At this tie a strengthening demand for higher education was becoming apparent
among people in their 20s and 30s, who for reasons of circumstance or of motivation

had not followed the usual track which led directly from school to university or

college. By 1975 it was clear that increases in mature age student participation
rates were creating a new pattern in higher education in Australia (a: in most Western

countries), a trend which the abolition of fees, the introduction of TEAS and the

short-lived National Employment and Training Scheme helped to encourage. All four

Education Commissions(1) had indicated their support for the principle of recurrent

or "life-long" education and had appealed to it as a basis for various reccmmendations

(J. McDonell, 197d: 41), and most universities and colleges had developed entry
provisions favouring mature age applicants, particularly those who had suffered from
educational or social disadvantages.

This growing institutional commitment to mature age entrants was presumably
associated with another enrolment trend which had begun to emerge by the mid-1970s,
namely a decline in the growth of direct, "normal age" entrants. It was generally

agreed that the extraordinary expansion of university facilities and student numbers

which had continued since the Second World War was slowing up The Australian

Universities Commission's recommendations for the triennium beginning in 1976 were

rejected as part of the Labor Government's budget decisions. The triennial system was

interrupted for the 1976 calendar year, and the universities and CAEs were instructed

to maintain their intakes at the 1976 and 1977 levels respectively. Each sector

suffered cuts in real per capita terms in recurrent funding and funds for capital

projects. These developments marked the end of an era of sustained and rapid
expansion of higher education in Australia, and the beginning of a period of no growth

and decline.
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Research Centres

The quick,ning interest of government in research led to the establishment of
three sources of funding: the Australian Research Grants Committee in 1965, which
provided support for scientific research including education; the provision in 1967 of
substantial funds for research support through the Commonwealth Advisory Committee on
Advanced Education (reconstituted later as the Commission on Advanced Education); and
in 1970 the establishment of the Australian Advisory Committee on Research and
Development in Education (later renamed the Education Research and Development
Committee). Further support for higher education research was provided by the
Australian Vice-Chancellors' Committee which in 1969 set up the Steering Committee on
Research and Experiment in Education Matters (SCREEM). By 1981 only the first of

these initiatives would remain.

Researchers also began to organise themselves; in 1971 the Australian Association
for Research in Education was founded and, in 1972, the Higher Education Research and
Development Society of Australia.

After reviewing the position of educational research in Australia in 1972, the
late Dr W.C. Radford was able to feel some elation: "Research and development in
education are immeasurably better off now than a decade ago, far better off than ever
before in Australia" (Radford, 1973: 116). For education research in universities and
colleges,a most important development was the establishment of the nigher education
research and development units. These helped shift the focus of research attention
away from attempts to predict success and on to the means of helping students
achieve it.

In 1965 only the universities of Melbourne and New South Wales had such centres.
Melbourne's Education Research Office and University Teaching Office (set up in 1957
and 1961 respectively) and the NSW Educational Research Unit (renamed the Tertiary
Education Research Centre when it was expanded and reorganised in 1968) grew out of
institutional concern over high failure rates. The audio-visual section and the
teaching and research office at Melbourne were almagamated in 19G8 to become the
Centre for Cae Study of Higher Education, a pattern which was to be followed by most
of the more recent teaching/research units, although each gives a different emphasis
to the areas of audio-visual facilities, evaluation of teaching and learning,
research, and staff development (Miller, 1976).

Units were established at Macquarie (1967), Western Australia (1968), Monash (1966)
and cueensland (1973); progress made by these six centres helped provide the impetus
for developments in other universities during the 1970s. Further encouragement came
in a report compiled under the auspices of the AVCC's sub-committee on Educational
Research and Development (AVCC, 1973) as well as from the Universities Commission which
stated in its Fifth Report that "all universities should operate such units. Their

cost is not great in relation to total expenditure on teaching and research and there
is evidence that considerable benefits flow from them" (AUC, 1972: 102).

Whereas the university units at Melbourne, New Sout; Wales and Monash began as
research offices, most of the later units (Adelaide, 1973; Griffith, 1975; Flinders,
1975; Tasmania, 1975; New England, 1976; ANU, 1975; Murdoch, 1976; Wollongong, 1979;
Deakin, 1980; Sydney, 1581) commenced . ith much broader mandates. By 1977 all but

four of the nineteen Australian universities and many of the CAEs had units

established. A similar trend occurred in New Zealand with four of the six universities
setting up teaching/research centres between 1969 and 1976.(2)

Action by Students

Student agitation was nomething of a catalyst for these developments. Initially

4.1
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fllo :dons of` dicontent wa3 oxtrnal to tne universities and colleges, the Vietnam

War and conscriotion being he main iu3ues. Then he protest turned inward and

universities themselves became the target as students, in action which was frequently
violent, demanded participation in p,-,licy-making and reform of the curriculum (which

should be "relevant"), teaching and assessment procedures. Barbara Falk's article,

"Protest in Contemporary Society", published in 1972, is one of the most interesting

analyses of student protest in this country. The period which she describes seems

strangely icmotu when viewed Irom the present conservative climate. It reveals some

of the optimism and idealism of the time and it deserves to be quoted at length;

"Analysis of the various student groups shows that both (the
radical and moderate) groups are outstanding academically
and unlikely to become 'drop outs'. A large proportion
come from upper-middle-class families with liberal political
backgrounds. The existence of the second group, the
moderates, has been explained in terms of the increasing
size of universities and consequent impersonal university
government. Bureaucracy as opposed to traditional forms
ut government does not inspire lOyalty, and in the multi-
plicity of committees students see no way that their wishes
cull ideas can be influential. They call for an effective
voice in the government of the university ... They also
express dissatisfaction with their academic experience.
They find that the need to provide professional training
often contradicts the university's professed objective of
free inquiry. The stress on examinations keep them in a
state of dependency while the value of intellectual
independence is stressed. The rigid divisions of the
curriculum into narrowly specialised subject areas and
hidebound methods of instruction, made even more
ineffective by poor student-staff ratios, lead students
to believe that idealistic statements about the education
of the whole man are hypocritical. These students, as
would be expected, are concerned about social, economic
and political justice and differ from the radicals on
tactics; they are not committed to the revolutionary
path. It is a mistake to regard them as being led by the
nose by the radical few, or as the victims of outside

influences (pp. 74-75)".

The study upon which Falk based these comments Was carried out at the
University of Melbourne in 1969 (Gardner, Sheil and Taylor, 1970) and appears to be
the only empirical investigation of student activism in Australia, although numerous
journals featured articles on student protest written by administrators, academics
dnd students themselves , some journals devoting whole issues to discussions of the
Phenomenon (see Barman, 1974); and of course the popular press had a field clay.

Graham Little's The University Experience (1970), the first major sociological
study of Australian university students, presents a picture of students at Melbourne
University in 1967 which was in sharp contrast to the mood prevailing just a few years

later. Aware of the discrepancy, Little's second book, Faces on the Campus (Little,
1975) attempted, among other things, to place student unrest and the related
phenomenon of dropping out in its broader context. Now the wheel has turned and the
present generation of students rarely make the headlines except perhap' for the
occasional report on the problem of graduate employment or a protest or the falling

value of student financial aid.

The students' case for imrrovements to teaching and learning and for a greater
voice in institutional decision-making had some influence and the protests led to, or
hastened, several reforms. Financial sponsorship of research in uai-:ersity education
by the Australian Union of' Students (AUS) predates that of the AVCC, and during the
late 19COs and early 19706 these organisations were influential in drawing attention
to inadequacies in the teaching process. The AUS made a series of submissions in the

early 1970s to the AVCC and the Universities Commission on the whole question of
improving teaching and learning in the universities and both oodies subsequently
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encouraged the establishment 0: teaching/research units. The process of higher

education which had been the subject of caustic comment by a series of researchers

starting with Hohne in the 1940s was at last to receive institutional attention.

Focus on Teaching

This climate fostered the introduction of innovative methods of instruction,
many of them based upon important overseas development in the field for instance,

the Keller Plan or personalised systems of instruction (Keller, 1968); micro-teaching

(Allen and Clark, 1967; Turney, 1970; Turney, Clift, Duncan and Traill, 1973); the

use of educational technology to create more individualised teaching strategies, such

as self-instructional modules (k:6,tiethwaite, 1969; Brewer, 197- and small group

'1,:achrn,j (Stara, 1970; Baumgart, 197; Powell, 1974); research specifically concerned

with improving lecturers' performance includes that by Magin (1973) and Stanton

(1)79, 1972;. In 1971, the AVCC, on recommendation of their newly created Steering

cemmittee en Research and Dei,elopent into Educational Matters, made grants totalling

3,000 to support work in these areas. The following list of research topics SCI,n:EM

,syouraged provides a good picture of much of the research activity of the new teach-

ing and research units,

.
Possibilities and problems of teaching in groups of different sizes,

particularly teaching in small groups

.
Evaluation of effectiveness of teaching by use of audio-visual aids

within Australian universities
. Evaluation of effectiveness of different forms of examinations and

different examining practices
. Studies of workloads placed on undergraduates

. Development cf new teaching strategies.

The University Teaching Project at Melbourne (Moorhouse and Falk, 1963) and the

later Centre for the Study of Higher Education (Falk, 1967, 1969, 1970; Falk and

Lee Dow, 1971a, 1971b) influenced the approaches adopted by the more recently

established units to the problem of improving teaching, particularly in developing

the use of student evaluations.3 The Melbourne approach to such evaluations differed

significantly from the general student ratings of courses current in American higher

institutions at the time in that it was less concerned with narrow measures of

lecturing ability than with all facets of teaching course content and textbooks,

workload, study methods, the balance between different forms of teaching, suitability

of assignment work and class exercise, the validity of testing and examination

procedures, and so on (Falk and Lee Dow, 1971b). It was central to the Melbourne

approach that the lecturer should agree to the evaluation of his or her teaching by

students, that the results were confidential and that a counselling follow-up took

place.

work of these units in promoting awareness among academic staff of what

constitutes good teaching and effective learning has affected curriculum planning,

course organisation, methods of assessment, educational measurement, and the

evaluation of courses, students and teaching over the past decade. Their research

output is listed and abstracted in Labyrinth, a clearinghouse bulletin produced by

Queensland's Tertiary Education Institute,which provides a comprehensive coverage of

Australian higher education research since 1976. In the nine issues so far published

some 1,000 reports of field research done by units are reported.

In broad terms, up until the late 1960s, policy and practice were based on the

assumption that a thorough knowledge of the discipline was the sole requirement for

teaching at the tertiary level (Miller, 1976). This has now been replaced by a strong

and growing commitment to in-service training for staff in higher institutions.4

A Symposium on Teacher Education for Tertiary Teachers (Miller, 1977) provides

an overview of developments in this area and points to a shift in emphasis away from

teaching skills towards a greater concentration on student learning. For instance,
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in the field of educational technology,

... the emphasis has shifted from the provision of audio-

visual aids to the teacher to assist his performance
to the use of media by the learner to as.,ist his

learning (p. 48)".

The teacher is increasingly seen as a facilitator of learning rather than as an

instructor. One example of this view is seen in programmes in which there is little

or no didactic teaching; instead the learning strategy is to give students problems

to solve with the aid of a variety of resources (Sheldrake, 1978). Brewer, who

pioneered the audio-tutorial5 in Australian higher institutions, has developed an

innovative method of conducting a course using self-instructional modules and inter-

active small group discussion (known as SIMS). The effectiveness of this

instructional technique ha:: been demonstrated using overall performance in final
examinations (Brewer, 1974, 1977) and in individual problem questions in examinations

(Brewer, 1979; Brewer and Tomlln 1981).

While lip-service has always been paid to the notion that the main purpose of

teaching in higher education is to help students to learn independently and to develop

critical t5ought, it is only in the last few years that developments in educational

technology and particularly advances in knowledge about the nature of learning have

allowed this objective to begin to be translated into practice (see Boud (1981),

Developing Student Autonomy in Learning and Powell (1981a), 'Helping and Hindering

Learning'). As Roe's (1975) study, Using and Misusing the Materials of Teaching

and Learning indicates, the usual idea of developing independent learning and

critical thinking in students had been to let them sink or swim amidst a bewildering

and ever-increasing array of learning materials.

The 1966-1975 decade brought about an enlargement of the definition of teaching

co take explicit account of content, intentions, objectives and, more recently, the

process of learning - "every tertiary teacher now has to learn about the psychology

of learning" (Sheldrake, 1978: 223). Strong research interest in student learning
in its natural context as distinct from the laboratory setting began to emerge in

the latter half of the 1976s, and will be touched upon later.

We have attempted only to provide a very broad outline of Australian research on

teaching and learning at the tertiary level the Australian contribution to research

in this area is included in a chapter in the Handbook of Research on Teaching

(Dunkin, 1983).

It is tco early to assess the impact of the applied studies carried out by

higher education units on teaching and learning in universities and colleges although

a recent report commissioned by the TEC (Johnson, 1982) reaches highly favourable

conclusions. On the other hand many of the respondents to our survey of senior

education researchers and policy-makers referred to rese,grch on teaching as one of

the gaps to be filled and only three nominated any studies of teaching as having had

some impact in terms of theory, policy or practice.

Of course a proper evaluation of the impact of research on teaching is difficult

because impact is not through the mechanical appreciation of published (or unpublished,

which most are) findings, but rather via the subtle introduction of new ideas to the

campus. The lecturers who take part in a research study on, say, teaching methods,

are influenced not so much by the conclusions which may be reached but rather by the

new perspectives which come from changing roles for a while.

Inequality of Particpation

One reason which was given for paying closer attention to the teaching and learn-

ing process was the widely held expectation that increased participation in higher

education would produce a population which, when compared with former years, would be

i4
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,allege study. More ittention to teachi.-la and assessment would be n6eded if

the-, n-w students were to attain their full potential. Tnde-c the CAE; were

velaired Ly the !,./77I., et their establishment to widen educational ,I.lortunity; and,

;;-''n;;' anti-.', to the teaj.ing function U,aLaren, 1J74).

Although research continued to focus far more on student_ than on teaching methods,

staff members and examination;, the orientation of these investigations underwent a

transformation and, during the tate 'cc's, studies of the social composition of the

student population (hitherto something of a side issue in the question of performance

and selection) which were explicitly concerned with equality of educational

opportunity began to proliferate. There was a growing awareness that those most in

need of the help which education could give were those who benefitted least. It also

became a matter of concern that participation rates of various social groups were

known only imprecisely.

The first over national study of school leavers was undertaken by the Australian

! for Eda:-ataonal esaarch of children who left Australian schools in 1959-60

lieS;. A repeat study was made in 1971-72 (Paidford and Wilkes, 1975). The

results demonstrated how schools sifted students according to their social origins.

The earlier study found that, of the 2 per cunt of school leavers whose fathers were

"university professional", 3u per cent of the boys and 24 per cent of the girls

entered university. Of the 33 per cent of all school leavers with fathers in
"unskilled And semr-skill6d" occupations, only 1.5 per cent of the boys and 0.7 per

cent of the girls made it to university (Radford, 1.362).

This :iitirp soci.li division was only slightly less in 1971-72. By then more of

the sample were proce,,,dihq to university and participation of children from semi-

skilled and unskilled homes had increased slightly, mainly among boys. In the same

twelve-year perios, the proportion of university students with professional back-

grounds rose significantly, although overall the changes involved some lowering of

the ratio of upper-class students to lower-class ones. Senior tecanical colleges or

L'AES were closer to the population generally but were still well above the population

average (Radford and Wilkes, 1975). There was a hierarchy of institutions,
universities had the largest proportion of students from a high socio-economic back-

ground, then senior technical students and finally teachers college students. A

number of other studies have shown that students in teacher education, compared with

other students, were likely to be from lower status backgrounds (Bassett, 1958, 1961,

1963; pike, 1966; McKevitt and Douglas, 1973). The recent cutback in recruitment to

teacher education clearly has serious implications for the educational opportunities

of less well-off students who had hitherto been atle to take advantage of the

financial benefits provided by State education d0partment studentships.

Studies within particular States confirmed the ACER national account. Dunn,

Fensham, Osman and Strong (1969) studied the decisions relating to tertiary education

made by 6,000 Victorian senior high school boys in 1967 and their actual destination.

Is 1973 Fensham and Taft traced those of the 1967 sample who had entered the nine

major Victorian tertiary institutions. Again, the middle class group was over-

represented it the expense of the working class students, the former being more

likely to attend university while the lower middle and working class groups tended

to enter CAEs and leachers colleges (Fensham and Taft, 1973).

Similar studies in Western Australia by Dufty (1972) and in South Australia by

klandy and Goldsworthy (1975), confirmed that the higher the social status the

greater the likelihood of continuing through the school system, entering higher

education and attending a prestigious institution.

Comparisons between higher education students and their non-academic peers were

made in a longitudinal study by Gilchrist and Hammond (1971). In 1957 a sample of

421 Melbourne primary school boys had been studied with a view to identifying social

and psychological factors influencing educational achievement (Hammond and Cox, 1967).

Ten years later those of the original sample who had entered university or equivalent

courses at the Royal Melbourne Institute of 'technology were compared with a group,

also from the original sample, which tests had shown to be their intellectual equals

but who had not undertaken high level study. As with the ACER studies, high

i5
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cccapational status, having a father with a tertiary education and attendance at a
h,_11-Catholic Private school all correlated strongly with entry to higher education.
The 1eV,1 of educational aspiration which parents had for their children was also
a,-:,sociated with SE S and type of school attended (Gilchrist and Hammond, 1971).

Other studies in the 1970s of school leaving patterns and entry into the work-
force or post-secondary education include the La Trobe 15 to 18 Year Project

(Poole, 1978a, 1978b; Poole and Simpkin, 1976; Poole, Juchsowski and Jones, 1977),
Meade's (1978) study in Sydney, and the ACER Australia-wide survey of a representative
sample of some 5,000 individuals aged 17 years on 1 October 1978. The last, reported

by Williams, Clancy, Batten and Girling-Butcher (1980) found that the decision to
stay on at school or leave varied with State of residence, type of school attended,
level of school achievement, sex, and various family characteristics.

Drawing on data from the annual surveys of new entrants to Meibourne University
started in 1962 by the University's Education Research Office, Lee Dow, Jones and
Osman (1972) presentee a social profile or studeu,s entering in 1969 and 1970. They

rejected that despite the increase in school retention rates, the University continued

to draw disproportionately from the upper socio- economic sectors. The proportion of

females had increased through the 1960s in line with the higher proportions of girls

completing secondary school, but although they consistently performed better than the

boys in sixth-form examinations, fewer made the transition to university for

every woman entering the University, there are two men" (Lee Dow et al., 1972: 79).

The more prestigious professional faculties of medicine, law and of course engineer-

ing remained heavily dominated by males; females however accounted for 75 per cent cf

the Arts Faculty enrolments in 1970. Country students were also found to be

significantly under-represented. Results of the Melbourne survey for later years

were analysed as part of a national study which reported that "although some marginal

trends are discernible, it is the fundamental lack of change which makes the over-
whelming impression" (Anderson et al., 1978: 55).

Data comparable io that obtained by the Melbourne surveys have been gathered at
Monash University by the Higher Education Advisory and Research Unit since 1970.
Analysis of this data has been published by Ryan (1972), Smurthwaite (1974), and
Slamowicz, Smurthwaite and West (1976) who looked at the years 1970 to 1975. The

Monash social spectrum is close to Melbourne's, but a little more representative of

the population generally and even more constant over time.

These surveys probably provide the most important single source of information

concerning the social background of higher education students in Australia,
particularly the Melbourne survey since its gives an almost unbroken supply of data

covering almost 20 years. It provides a unique source for studying the effect
changes during the '60s and '70s had on the composition of the student body. At

least until the mid-1970s, there were no discernible trends in the social make-up of

the student body in these two universities.

Only a few studies have examined the national scene. The social background of

university students at six universities was gathered in the course of a longitudinal
study of professional socialisation by Anderson and Western (1969, 1970). The study

aimed to discover how attitudes and values changed as students progressed through

professional training and the extent to which their outlook approached that
characteristic of their profession. Surveys were made of entrants to engineering and

law in 1965, and to medicine and teacher education in 1967. Students in all four

courses were on aveage from higher status backgrounds than young people generally;

medicine and law were least representative, teaching was closest to the average.
Faculty or course was more important than university or location in explaining

differences in both background and values: students in a particular faculty were
closer to students in the same faculty elsewhere than they were to other students in

their own university. Apparently different professions attract different sorts of

persons, socially and psychologically.

Because the CAE system was developed to meet the needs not being met by the
universities, and to cater for students with "practical minds" research questions
were asked about the origins of students entering the new system.
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Horne and Wise (1970) collected information on the social background of some

4,000 first year students enrolled in business studies and engineering courses in

Australian CAEs in 1969. They found that while fewer college students than
university students had fathers in a professional or administrative occupation, the

proportion that did so was still far greater than that in the corresponding age group

in the general population; the families of college students were also loss likely

than those of their university counterparts to have had previous experience of

tertiary education (Horne, 1970).

Maddox (1970) examined the social bacxground of 903 students entering applied

s,ience courses in CAEs in 1969; 255 university science students were included for

comparison. He reported that full-time university students had the highest socio-

economic standing, then part-time university students, followed by full-time college

students, with part-time college students having the lowest standing. Comparing his

results with those of the 1959-1960 ACER school leaver study, Maddox concluded that,

if anything, the representation of children of manual workers among higher education

students had declined rather than increased. A comparison of large metropolitan CAEs

with universities also showed that differences in socio-economic background between

(tuchnits at ti;; two types cf institutions were far less significant than the

differences between the socio-economic status of either student body and that of the

population generally (Maddox, 1970).

These early studies of the social profiles of the university and CAE student

bodies were confirmed in an Australia-wide study of students costs and incomes made by

the Australian Department of Education and the Australian Union of Students in 1974.

The sample represented 3 per cent of higher education student population: 4,456

students of whom approximately three-quarters were studying full-time. Once again

professional groups were over-represented and manual workers under-represented,

especially in the case of university students. Fathers of university students tended

to earn more than fathers of CAE students, and this was also true of fathers of full-

time students compared with fathers of part-time students generally (Australian

Department of Education, 1975).

As part of the Regional Colleges study (Anderson et al., 1975) Beswick studied

the background and educational choices of a carefully structured sample of some

2,000 CAE students and 5,000 matriculation students in 1973 and subsequent years.

Rather surprisingly, it was found that family social background, which was important

in 0,,termining who completed school, was not associated with transition from Year 12

to higher education; it did, however, appear to influence whether a student entered

university or a CAE. Attitudes of family (or friends) towards higher education were

found to be of considerable importance - after examination results, the most

important factor predicting enrolment in a tertiary institution was the students'

reports of their parents' wishes for them to continue their formal education. Beswick

reported little evidence of family discrimination against girls at the point of entry

to tertiary education (Beswick, 1975). One of the most important findings of the

main study, which aimed at presenting a complete description of all aspects of

regional colleges, was that the presence of a college in a region encouraged local

young people to study at a more advanced level than they would have had higher

education not been locally available to them.

Whether the abolition of fees had changed the social composition of students in

higher education became the subject of an investigation commissioned by the AVCC.

All new students in all universities and a large number of CAEs were surveyed in

order to obtain information on background and opinion on the effect of costs on

enrolment decisions. A picture of the social composition of the higher education

student population in 1976-77 reflects the findings of earlier studies:

"Within higher education the social composition varies with

type of institution, type of enrolment and metropolitan or

country location. The order, from highest to lowest on the

composite SES index is: university full-time, university

part-time, metropolitan CAE full-time, metropolitan CAE

part-time and country CAE. A similar order is obtained if

the indicator is secondary education at a non Catholic

independent school ...
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The conclusion must be that the effect of fee abolition on
the social composition of students in higher education is
small although large numbers of individuals are affected
by the presence or absence of fees and those who are so
affected are dispropurtionately from the lower SES and
other under - represented cjroups (i.e. part-time students,
women, older students and country residents)" (Anderson,
Bcven, Fensham and Powell, 1978; 195, 197).

The study used a model connecting the contribution of environment and inherited
ability to the probability of entry to higher education. The model proposes that,

while basic ability influences level of achievement, environmental circumstances
influence ability, aspiration and accessibility as well as achievement. Improvements

in the availability of higher education, through the removal of financial barriers
to access like tuition fees, are a necessary but not a sufficient condition for

democratising participation. Family circumstances which depress scholastic
achievement, cause withdrawal or keep aspirations low require policies at the

secondary school level. Abolition of fees helps those who get to the starting-gate;
most of the poor do not get that far.

Minority Groups

The above studies documented beyond any reasonable doubt that higher education
served the 66,,dsof the rich more than the poor. Research then began to sharpen its

focus and from 1970 onwards we find many more studies asking questions about sub-
sections of the population whose participation was low. For instance, the relatively

low rate of participation and widespread under-achievement by women has received
considerable attention and was the specific concern of Keeves and Read (1976), the
Study Group of the Schools Commission (1975) and the Victorian Committe on Equal
Opportunity in Schools (1977). Other studies have highlighted the extent to which
country students lag behind city students in terms of educational achievement and
participation at higher levels (e.g. Verco and Whiteman (1970) in New South Wales and
Fyfield (1970) in Victoria); the subject has also been investigated in a series of
studies commissioned by the Commission of Inquiry into Poverty (1976). More recent

contributions include the studies by Elsworth, Day, Hurworth and Andrews (1982),

Stoessiger (1980) and Turney, Sinclair and Cairns (1980).

The educational aspirations and participation in higher education of students of
migrant background have been examined in a series of Victorian studies which were
largely the work of Ronald Taft (Taft, Strong and Fensham, 1971; Taft, 1975a, 1975b).
Information on this topic has also been provided by E. Isaacs (1981), Martin and Meade
(1979), Mitchell (1976), Smolicz and Wiseman (1971a, 19.1b), Turney, Inglis, Sinclair
and Straton (1978). The overall conclusion appears to be that although many students
of migrant background, particularly those from Eastern European countries, have high
aspirations in comparison with Australian students - especially those of working class
origin - these aspirations are frequently not realised because of difficulties
experienced by migrants, notably those arising from a limited knowledge of English.
The more recent studies (e.g. Elsworth et al., 1982) indicate that migrants now

"over-participate".

The problems experienced by Aborigines also began to receive wide attention in

the late 1960s. In a study of the Secondary Grants Scheme, Watts (1976) found that
4.9 per cent of Aboriginal children reached senior secondary classes, while the
Commission of Enquiry into Poverty (1976) reported that the proporticn of the
Aboriginal population which proceeded beyond Year 10 was only one-s:.xth of that of

the majority culture. Other significant studies which discuss the very low rate of
participation and achievement by Aborigines in any sort of education are those by
Biddle and Smith (1970), Dawson (1970), Beasley (1970), Watts (1981), Gale (1972),
Sommerlad (1972), Smith and Biddle (1975), Binnion (1976) and Willmott (1978). In

these studies educational disadvantage among Aborigines is considered - as it should
be - as part of wider social and cultural conflicts.
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Jverseas students also attracted the attention of !es-arch workers during this

period. In 1973 thy_ Education Resec:ch Unit at the Australian National University

made a nation-wide study of students from developing countiles which focused on

adaptation to Australian conditions and on the phenomenon of international "brain

drain" (Rau, 197,). Rao found that., like Australian students, the lalsge majority of

overseas students are from the urban middle classes, and overall about three-quarters

are private rather than sponsored students. On this point Rao concludes that

... a poor student from a developing country is unlikely to

be able to take advantage of Australia's educational
opportunities, no matter how scholastically brilliant, unless

he succeeds in gaining his own governp.ent's nomination for a
Colombo Plan scholarship. The rigid application of regaire-

Alent3 for issuing entry permits, particularly the high
educational standards and adequate knowledge of English
required from students, has been indirectly favouriaq students
rrom urban middle class groups because of the association
between social class and educational achievement (p. 212)".

ot the problems experienced by overseas students include those by

eats 1,72b), HodgRin (1)6,, 1963, 1909) and McAdam (1972). Of all Lhe

problems encountered, difficulties with the English language head the list.

The concern for equi,y in access to higher education which developed during the

late 100s has continued to the present time. A review of reports on the composition

of the Australian student body over the last forty years concludes that

"Despite all the social idealism attached to education in the
last decade, the hope that education would lead us to the
threshold of a just society in which inequalities due to
personal background and circumstances have been eliminated,
higher education remains as much as ever the domain of those
in least need of the greater personal opportunity and self-
realisation it commonly brings" (Anderson and Vervoorn, 1982).

1S
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ACCOUNTABILITY AND DECLINE: 1976-1981

Growth ended in 1975. Thereafter it became fashionable to refer to higher

education as being in a "steady state". The term is misleading because there have

been changes since 1975. There has been a real decline in resources available to
higher education, a dow turn in the number of school leavers continuing on to
university and college, a drastic reduction in the recruitment of new staff (which

had led to an ageing of academic staff), major surgery on the college system with

many forced amalgamations, and more direct intervention by the Federal Government,

for example, in issuing guidelines to the TEC. The changed climate is reflected in

the title of books published in the last four years: The Future of Higher Education

in Australia (Hore, Linke and West (eds.), 1978), Higher Education in a Steady State

(Powell (ed.), 1978a), Accountability in Higher Education (Sheldrake and Linke (eds.),

1979), Academia Becalmed (Harman, Miller, Bennett and Anderson (eds.), 1980),
Freedom and Control (Miller (ed.), 1980a), The End of a Golden Age (Gross and

Western (eds.), 1981), A Time of Troubles (Anwyl and Harman.(eds.), 1982) and

Federal Intervention (Harman and Smart (eds.), 1982). Compare these with some of

the cheerful titles of earlier decades: Promise and Performance, If the Gown Fits,

The University and its Community, The University Experience.

Three events contributed to the problems of higher education. First there was

the economic downturn with rising inflation and unemployment starting in the mid-1970s,

which led governments to reduce expenditure in the public sector. Education,

particularly higher education, received special attention. Although government

probably needed no convincing, the human capital theories which had been used to

justify expansion in the 1950s and 1960s were being discredited in the 1970s. A

further probable effect of the changed economic climate was the downturn in parti-

cipation in higher education by young people, particularly young males.6 This is

generally attributed to anxiety about graduate employment causing bright school

leavers to r,ke a job-in-hand rather than face several more years study and

uncertain employment thereafter.

The second event, quite independent of the economic uownturn bat concident with

it, was the sharp decline in the birthrate to which, together with there being fewer

women of childbearing age as the post-war baby boom generation matured, meant fewer

children for the schools in the 1980s and therefore the need for fewer teachers.

These demographic facts plus a sharp reduction in teacher resignations led to

directives from 1976 on for drastic reductions in recruitment into teacher education.

(Here is an instance of research results beir.g known for some years but not acted on

since it was not deemed politically expedient to slash teacher education in the early

1970s, and of course institutions were reluctant to act on themselves.) Seventeen of

the nineteen universities and about half of the CAEs had teacher education programmes

and were affected directly; arts, science and economics faculties also felt the

effects since significant proportions of their graduates had formerly found employ-

ment in teacher education.

Finally, anti-academic ar.d anti-intellectual sentiments, always present to an

extent in the community and in government, have been stronger than usual in the past

half dozen years and have made it easy for governments to act negatively on higher

education. To quote from an article in The Bulletin (12 March 1977) entitled "The

Scandal of Our Universities": "The tertiary education system has grown so fat, so

fast, that academia has become an enormous island of privilege, populated in

considerable measure by drones and parasites". As well as reducing resources,
government is insistent on more string-nt accountability and is inclined to inter-

vention, in the academic affairs of particular universities. The result, according to

Western and Gross (1981: 4) has been action that is "substantial, sudden, unplanned,

unanticipated and [ according to media reports of the newly returned Liberal

Government's attitude towards higher education, particularly the universities) in

significant respects stemming from motives which can best be described as vindictive".

Quite apart from the economic and demographic downturns, and the unfavourable
attitudes, higher education was due to trim its sails anyway. The rate of expansion
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of the 1950s and 1960s could not have been sustancd. Had those rates continued,

before too many decades everyone would have been enrolled in degree studies and most

of the GNP would have been needed to support them. Because the universities and CAEs

had become accustomed to regular increases in budgets, innovations by increment were

thJ order of the day. Port of the present pain is caused by the necessity to make
changes by shifting resources from established programmes; there is, however, also a

real decline in unit funding.

Utilitarian values were to the fors in one of the present ,:lovernment's firs'

education initiatives whic'i was to set up the Commonwealth Committee of Inquiry into

Education and Training in 1976 under Lie chairmanship of Professor Bruce Williams.

The terms of reference stressed, in a way which those given to the Martin Committee

(1961) did not, the relationship between manpower needs and educational provision

(Cowen, 1981). The Commonwealth Government's preoccupation with accountability in
terms of placing pressure on the system to produce the ever-elusive "right number"

of graduates of the "right kind" had fundamental implications for higher education.

The Williams Report, published in 1979, confirmed chat the growth enjoyed by the
education system during the past two decades was over, partly as a result of economic

recession, partly because of demographic factors. As West points out in his analysis of

the Report: "University education in this country is no longer demand driven. It is

no longer accepted that, provided there are students who want, and are able to,

indertakc university edw2ation, the government will provide finance for them"

(West, 1971: 2).

In response to the clause in his brief that requested consideration of "manpower

forecasts and their applicability to educational planning" Williams surveyed manpower

planning in Australia and found the results "very chastening - for those who advocated

more manpower planning ..." (Williams, 1979b: 41).

The Tertiary Education Commission (now the Commonwealth Tertiary Education

Commission) has also been expected to provide on-going advice on "the relationship of

manpower supply to demand in areas which are critical for educational planning"

(TEC, 1981: I, 1, 97). Like the Williams Committee, the Commission has expressed
strong reservations about using manpower forecasts as a basis for educational policy:

"Reliable projections of long-term trends are necessarily
elusive ... For example, in the past 7 or 8 years, expert

projections of the population have been revised
significantly downwards and then restored close to the

original levels ... The forecasting of manpower involves
a capacity to predict demographic trends, the state of

the economy, changes in technology, and even [sic]

political decisions. Moreover, lack of adequate
statistical information on the composition 0E, and
mowements within, the labour market hinders analysis

of manpower trends (p.98)".

These words of caution should be borne in mind when we are told that the

rationalisation of higher education is basically the result of clear economic and

demographic trends which are resulting in a much reduced need for graduates in general

and for specific kinds of graduates in particular. Demographic trends can never be

clear and indisputable except in the short-term, and to be effective educational

planning must be based on long term trends. And even if the population forecasts

could be assumed to be entirely accurate, Borrie has emphasised the fact that "the

trend from here to the end of the century is not all decline, but variations between

growth and decline - patterns which make forward educational planning (whether for

physical equipment or for teacher supply) extremely difficult" (Borrie, 1980: 106).

In its latest report, the TEC (1981) has aicely illustrated the dangers inherent

in placing undue importance on current reduced need of particular types of graduates.

It recalls that several years ago unemployment and under-employment among new

engineering graduates had led to calls from industry (and from at least one of the

major State committees of inquiry in post-secondary education) for first a decline

and then, only three or four years ago, the continued decline in engineering

enrolments. Now, when students who began engineering courses when these views were

21
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1eing explessed are graduating, demand for their services is high and the shortage of

profew;lokal engineers is receiving considerable publicity (TEC, (hill: 1, 1, 9H).

The Dec lint of 'reacher Education

The need to rationalise post-secondary education, particularly since the foreseen

oversupply of teachers would have implications for teacher education enrolments, had

been felt at the State as well as at the federal. level, and by 1977 all States except

c2iieenslaud had decided to seek expert advice on their systeAs of post-secondary

education.

Comprehensive State enquiries were carried out in Western Australia (Partridge,

(976), Tasmania (Kiirmel, 1976), Victoria (Partridge, 1978) and South Australia

(Anderson, 1979). To avoid worsening the oversupply of teachers, these enquiries

recommended reductions in the scale of teac`,er education and consolidations of

institutions,

!',76, the same year in which the Government required universities to

stabilise their intakes up to 1979 at the 1976 level and CAEs to similarly curb

enrolments, the stabilisation of enrolments in pre-service teacher education was

specifically recommended because of the imminent oversupply of teachers. Analyses of

teacher supply and demand have been prepared in every State over the past three years,

as well as for Australia as a whole, and processes of regular review and updating of

these analyses have been established (TEC, 1981).

The National Inquiry into Teacher Education submitted its report (Auchmuty Report)

in 1980 and recommended a number of reforms,some of which implied increased enrolments

in teacher education. In advising the Minister on the Report, the TEC "conscious of

the funding constraints:: has stated:

"If implemented, the recommendations will result in levels

of enrolments in pre-service and post-experience teacher
education higher than will otherwise be the case ... The
Report may encourage State authorities and other
interested parties to plead for delay in implementing
plans for the reallocation of resources in higher education

from teacher education to such fields as commerce,
computing, applied science and technology (p. 24)".

Coupled with the falling value of the Tertiary Education Assistance Scheme (TEAS),

the contraction of places in teacher education has serious implications for the

social composition of the higher education student population. Although there

appears to have been no obvious change in the social composition of students in

higher education since the abolition of fees and the introduction of TEAS,7 it must

be remembered that these initiatives coincided with the beginning of a decline in the

number of studentships awarded. At their peak these schemes provided assistance to

more than 50,000 studentship holders in universities and CAEs, almost as many as the

number of students now on TEAS; today there are perhaps 3,000. Given that the

teaching profession and teaching studentships have been responsible for bringing

marginal groups into higher education, the decline in opportunity to become a

teacner and the demise of the studentship scheme must have had substantial effects.

McLaren (1979), in a discussion of the Williams Report recommendations for a

further decline in enrolments in teacher education, raises a related issue:

"A substantial weakness in the Report is its failure to
consider the social consequences of developments which it
recommends or anticipates. For example it makes no
attempt to estimate the effect on teaching which may
follow from restricting the intake and thereby narrowing
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Co-ordination

During the late 1970s there was an acceleration in the movement, which had
started more than thirty years earlier during World War II, for authority to be

centralised. This movement has been from institutions to government, from State to
Commonwealth, from statutory authority to Minister. We have seen in earlier sections

of this account how the Commonwealth assumed partial and then full responsibility for
higher education, and how in 1974 universities relinquished charging for tuition,
which had been their only substantial independent source of income. As well as

providing income the Commonwealth established commissions to co-ordinate the balanced
development of higher education. At the State level, not all of the recommendations
made by the various Committees of Inquiry were enacted, but those for the establish-

ment of co-ordinating authorities were. By 1981 all States had established such

authorities (TEC, 1981: I, 1, 0p. 1h-18).

In the meantime, at the federal level, co-ordination was extended with the merging

of the separate Universities, Advanced Education and Technical and Further Education
Commissions (now Councils) into a new Tertiary Education Commission in 1977. The

move of authority to the centre advanced another step in 1976 when the Federal

Government introduced (temporarily as it turned out) a "rolling triennium" to replace

three-year budgets, and instituted funding guidelines to which the TEC had to

accommodate its recommendations. The most recent and clearest demonstration of where
authority resides was provided in 1981 when the Prime Minister announced his
Government's decisions on the recommendations which had been made with respect to the

Review of Commonwealth Functions (Lynch, 1981). In the higher education area funding

for thirty teacher education CAEs would be stopped unless amalgamations took place,

four engineering schools were to be closed, Murdoch University and the University of

Western Australia were to effect "greater sharing and collaboration", a loans scheme

for students was to be introduced, eligibility for TEAS grants was to be tightened,

tuition fees were to be charged for students undertaking second and higher
qualifications, the TEC was to apply maximum expenditure constraints and the Govern-
ment itself would promote rationalisation and consolidation. Grant Harman, in a

chapter analysing the "Razor Gang" moves, points out that not all such laolicy

recommenc'ations stick (Harman, 1982a). In the present case, however, most of the
recommendations seem to have been effected, a notable exception being tuition fees
for second and higher qualification legislation which has been blocked by the Senate.

Institutional Reactions

Cutbacks in funds have forced universities and CAEs to reduce expenditure on

academic staff. Institutions have had recourse to such measures as not filling posts

which fall vacant, introducing more fixed-term appointments, avoiding the granting of

tenure, and riducing tutorial staff.

Demands that universities and CAEs be accountable in terms of being "responsive

to changes in student preferences and community attitudes" (TEC, 1981: I, 1, 229) are

increasing at a time when diminishing, tightly controlled budgets and reduced staff

levels and turnover are severely inhibiting the system's capacity to diversify and

cater for such changes; as the TEC reports, "institutions have been unable to fund

academic staff to support new developments" (TEC, 1981: I, 1, p. 230).

There are other effects to consider. Some years ago Powell (1978b) looked at the
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Given current scepticism about the economic returns of higher education, together

with the Government's preoccupation with tire economic rather than social contribution

of higher education, the cost of rejecting someone who would have graduated nrw

mote than ever before a private and social cost - is likely to be judged the lesser

of two evils.

in the subject of using cost-benefit analysis, Thomas points out that, in view

of the increasing dependence of the tertiary education system on national politics and

politi plussure proceeding from the "ballot-box reflexes" to produce short-term

results of political initiatives, "serious disruption can be caused to programmes

which have a timetable for development and implementation in excess of the usual

electoral cycle" (Thomas, 1978: 261).

Since our education commissions now operate much more than formerly as agencies

of government and work within policy guidelines determined by those govtrnments,

Parry has stressed the need for an Australian equivalent of America's Carnegie Council

to provide an independent national agency "wh'.,:h could take a visionary look at where

Australia is heading in education in the long term" (Parry, 1979: 14). In Dunn's

(1979) view:

.. the major educational policy decisions are only

marginally influenced by research and developments.
Very often the decision is made and selective research
data are used to legitimise the decision. Alternatively

evaluations are carried out with data selectively
gathered to justify policy (p. 23)".

Policy research has been elevated to a high priority area in America and there are

signs that Australia may follow suit.

However the possibility of educational research fulfilling its proper role in

policy-making (see Educational Policy Making in Australia, Shellard (ed.), 1979), has

been further reduced over recent years. The South Australian Council for
Educational Research and Planning, a promising development in this area, was disbanded"

only a few years after its inception in 1975, and the Education Research Unit of the

Australian National Jniversity was wound up in 1979. More recently, following

recommendations of the Committee of Review of Commonwealth Functions, the so-called

"Razor Gang" (Lynch, 1981) the Education Research and Development Committee (ERDC)

was abolished and the Curriculum Development Centre (CDC) almost met with the same

fate; strong opposition to the dismantling of the CDC prevented this from happening,

but staff and funding levels have been reduced and the Centre, renamed the Curriculum

Development Unit, is now under the authority of the Commonwealth Education Department.

The higher education research and development units have also suffered from reduced

financial support; units at Flinders, Newcastle, Pew England and Tasmania have been

disbanded during the last few years, and several others have suffered cutbacks in

staffing. Althougi, the Williams Committee had recommended that "teaching-and-
research " units be established at all universities and CAE5, the TEC made it clear

that if new units are to be established they will have to be financed within existing

resources of the institution concerned (TEC, 1981: I, 5, p. 106).
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Research

'Crisis Management'

As we shall noe, the current recession in higher education has helped to focus
research attention once again on institutional efficiency avid on student performance,
particularly student "wastage". Another phenomenon coincident to the economic

recession is the surge in enrolments by older students the only area growth

since the early 1970s. Although the reasons for changes in enrolment oatterns are
not fully understood it seems plausible that anxiety about unemploymert leads
qualified school leavers to take a job-in-hand; and that the same economic climate
causes older persons to upgrade their qualifications by part-time study. Furthermore,

with the reduced supply of younger students, institutions are inclined to make up
numbers by encouraging "mature age" enrolments. There has been a spate of research

studies on these older students since the mid- 1970s.

Another theme in recent research has, naturally enough, been concerned with
institutional adaptation to declining resources. As Terry Bore (1978a: 3) wrote in

his introduction to one of the first of such books to appear, "... if educational

Manners do riot help in shaping the future, the scenario will be built primarily
upon political expediences".

The major publications in this area have already neen listed in our introduction

to the 1976-1982 period the main issues addressed include:

.
the policy-making process at the State and federal levels (e.g. Birch, 1982;
Chippendale, 1979; Gross, 1981; Hall and Willett, 1979; Harman, 1982b; Karmel,
1980; Parry, 1980a; Smart, 1982; Tomlinson, 1982).

.
the future provision of teacher education in the face of reduced demand for

school teachers (e.g. Birrell, 1978; Burke, 1981; Lucas, 1978; Shears, 1981).

. demographic trends and their implications (e.g. Birrell, 1978; Borrie, 1980;

Burke and McKenzie, 1979; Karmel, 1980).

.
the amalgamation process (e.g. Birt, 1981; Byers, 1981; Jevons, 1961; King, 1978;

R. Selby Smith, 1980).

the changing clientele of higher education (e.g. Bore, 1978b; G. Isaacs, 1981;

King, 1978; Lucas, 1078; Mainsbridge, 1978; McDonell, 1978; Whitelock, 1978).

institutional responses, concerning

(i) Leaching and learning (e.g. Bore, 1978b; A. Miller, 1980b; Paget, 1978;

Roe, 1980; Sheldrake, 1978)
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the 1g70::, for reasons which are not yet entirely clear, the undergraduate
populat len of higher education started to age.9 The trend, evident it universities
And cAEs, was not due to a demographic shift Lut resulted from both a decline in
demand front young school leavers and an increase in demand from older people. The

National Pols.lation Inquiry (Borrie, Smith and Dilulio, 1978: 31) showed that the
17-22 age group included only about 60 per cent of total enrolments in all higher
education and that the increase in university participation rates after 1973 was
primarily duo to higher rates for older students. More recently, the TEC (1981)

has drawn attention to a steady rise in part-time enrolments, predominantly of older
students, and a declining dellkoad for full-time study among school leavers for the

period 1975 to 1980.

Naturally enough older student., F qan to attract attention because they were an

important source of numbers in a s/:_ .
where government income was related to

enrolments. La Trobe University, i 1972, was probably the first to initiate special

entry provisions for older unmatri ited entrants, and by late 1976 nearly all
universities and colleges had some laxed entry provisions for mature age students

(West, Boon and Smurthwaite, 198(
qualified as young entrants stra
well, there were numerous studio'

since older students were often not as well
,m school and therefore might not perform as
it academic performance. The first national

conference on mature age students , 'ened at Sydney University in August 1978,

a it.ur-day workshop, funded by ERDC, ni .isear-hers in this area was held at Monash

University in December 1980 and a second national conference was held at the Darling
Downs Institute of Advanced Education in 1981.

The nature and underlying causes of the influx of mature age students into higher

education in relation to the implications for selection and admission policies, course
content and organisation, teaching and student services have been the subject of

major studies at Monash (Fiore and West, 1980), Queensland University (Isaacs, 1979;
Gough and Maddock, 1979); Murdoch (MacDonald and Knights, 1978 and 1981; Boud,
Knights and MacDonald, 1980); the University of New South Wales (Barrett, 1976, 1980;

Barrett and Powell, 1980); Caulfield Institute of Technology (Greagg, 1978, 1981) and
Prahran SCV (Dickson, Killingsworth and Wilkinson, 1979).

However this list represents only a fraction of the effort - many more studies,
particularly those on performance, are unpublished or have not been widely circulated.
Surveys of the literature (Eaton, 1980; Eaton and West, 1980a; MacDonald and Knights,
1979) have established that mature age students, irrespective of the way they are
admitted, tend to gain high marks, have excellent pass rates and about the same
attrition rate as young students entering direct from school.

The relative success of mature age students in their studies may be due to their

inclination to choose social science and arts courses. Most reports show
concentration of mature age students in arts type courses with few taking science

subjects. This may reflect a belief that a break in schooling leads to a loss in

scientific and mathematical skills
age and experience, making maturity a predictor of success in humanities and the

social sciences, the limited evidence available suggests that mathematical and
scientific skills may suffer as a result of a break in study, though only temporarily.
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Murdoch University, where the majority of new students are not direct from school,

offers refresher courses for those people whose mathematical and scientific skills

have deteriorated through disuse (Mainsbridge, 1978).

ONQ conclusin from these studies is the inappropriateness of applying traditional

admission criteria when selecting mature age students. HSC sco. or standardised

admission tests, when correlated with university performance, show a significantly

lower association for mature age entrants than for young students straight from

school (Eaton, 1980; Van Helden, 1975). Recognising this, many universities and

colleges have developed special means for assessing mature age students, ranging from

the completion of a reduced HSC requirement to overcoming a series of "motivational

hurdles" intended in part to promote self-selection (for example, attendance at

meetings or submission of an essay). The special entry scheme for unmatriculated

mature age students introduced at the University of Queensland in 1977 admitted some

480 older applicants to the Arts Faculty almost solely on the basis of their strongly

expressed desire to undertake university studies. Although over half of the special

entry age group had not gone beyond the compulsory years of secondary school, their

first year performance was equal to that of young matriculants entering straight from

school (Isaacs, 1979). Similarly, the University of New South Wales, which also

admits large numbers of unmatriculated mature age students, places the emphasis on

mutilation by requiring special entry applicants to attend a series of meetings and

complete a piece of written work ;Barrett and Powell, 1980).

Selection methods such as these are based on the research evidence relating to

performance which strongly suggests that, given an average intelligence, the crucial

factor for success in higher education is motivation and not necessarily prior

experience in certain subjects. A recent study at the Australian National University

has shown that older students tend to be far more intrinsically motivated and

committed to their studies than the "normal age" students and concludes that the

recent school leavers are far more in need of pre-entry counselling and assistance

in making the transition to tertiary study than their mature age and often less

qualified counterparts (Watkins, in press). The results of research at other

Australian universities support this view - older students appear to be more

interested in the subjects they are studying and less narrowly concerned with their

vocational relevance than are young school leavers who, being more likely to fall into

university study without much interest in the cc xses they enrol for, are more

susceptible to motivational problems.

It seems that the need to keep up numbers which initially prompted universities

and colleges to accept more mature age students has been replaced by a positive

commitment due to their success (West, Boon and Smurthwaite, 1980). A study of

academic staff attitudes towards mature age students at Monash University (Boon, 1980)

revealed strong support for their admission and indicated that full HSC is no longer

regarded by the majority as an essential entrance qualification for older entrants.

Boon concludes: "The fact that a wide range of procedures other than HSC was favoured

not only indicates that some alternative methods are preferred but also testifies to

staff's recognition of the academic value of mature age students' experiences" (p.136).

Whether the extraordinary growth rate of mature age enrolments will continue has

obvious importance for government and institutional policy decisions. In a study at

Monash which went far beyond the issues of selection and performance, West and More

(1978) developed a theoretical framework to help answer this question; the phenomenon

in Australia in general and at Monash in particular is viewed in the light of changes

within, and complex interactions between, the economic system (especially the employ-

ment market), the general community (for example, changing attitudes and values as

reflected, for instance, in increased participation by women) and the higher education

system itself. This study began at a time when very little was known about the

phenomenon; when the investigation began in 1976, the only Australian research on the

topic was Greagg's (1974) Master of Education thesis.

Commencing students at Monash aged 25 and over divided into three groups: those

with previous experience of tertiary education, 43 per cent (35 per cent had already

gained a tertiary qualification); early school leavers, 42 per cent; and students who

enrolled after having deferred entry, 15 per cent. (The deferring group was not

included in the case study, although Eaton and West (1980b: 5) reported evidence from

2
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Europe which suggests that the recent decline in tertiary participation by the 17-20

age group may he a postponement rather than a rejection of higher education. As far

as we ale awake, the only studies of deterring students are small-scale investigations

carried out at the University of New South Wales (Pearson, 1977; Weaving, 1978) and
at the University of New England (Watkins, 1977a).

The Monash study suggests that there are two distinctive groups of older people

entering higher education, and that each represents a reservoir of potential students.

The first comprise people seeking re-certification or re-qualification. The second

are those who missed out on qualifying for higher education when they were young

either because of its cost, family attitudes or their own lack of interest. The

litter group appears now to be motivated by a need for fulfilment and intellectual

stimulation not provided by their present occupation. It is likely that demand from

this group will continue in Victoria, for example, there are an estimated 155,000

persons between the ages of 20 and 35 who have nr' wnpleted secondary schooling but

who arc the intellectual equals of those who are ,-.esently doing so. The recertifica-
tion group is currently dominated by teachers, nurses and librarians, areas where

pressures to update qualifications are strong; but these pressures are beginAing to

Occur in other occupations and with the need to retrain, as some jobs disappear and

others emerge, this area of demand seems likely to continue. As in the Queensland

study (Isaacs, 1979), people in this category were also found to want intellectual

stimulation and development (West, 1980).

To sum up, the research suggests that the trend for increased participation by

mature age students will continue and that they will perform well.. However, the

re-introduction of tuition fees for second tertiary qualifications was not
anticipated when the Monash study was undertaken, although an attempt was made to
assess the effect of their absence. Consistent with the national study of Anderson

et al. (1978), mature age entrants at Monas% would have been far less likely to attend

than younger students had there been tuition fees. It seems probable that if fees

are re-introduced, mature age student enrolments will fall.

In an earlier section we reported that the many studies of parental background

revealed an undergraduate social mix distinctly unrepresentative of the general

population; and furthermore that there was little evidence of change over the years.
However, the last three studies mentioned all probed social origins and all found

that the older students are on average closer than young students to the population

at large. Thus if the trend to older enrolment continues, and other conditions such

as costs and entrance hurdles do not change, we may expect to see before too :long

studies reporting democratisation of participation in higher education.

Student Dropout

Declining enrolment rates, reduced budgets and demands for accountability have

produced renewed interest in student performance and wastage (Hall and Harper, 1981;

Malley, 1981; West, 1978). The list of research topics is reminiscent of that
rep,-*-d for the first post-war decade in Part I of this review. Then there was

also an interest in efficiency and manpower studies; the difference, however, is that

whereas in the 1940s and 1950s growth was promoted because higher education was seen

as a means of advancing national purposes, now its efficiency and manpower relevance

are seen as means of effecting economies. For instance, institutional concern over

student "wastage" has prompted nation-wide comparative studies of the effects of

students' early experiences in universities (Williams and Pepe, 1982) and CAEs

(C. Williams, in progress) on academic performance and withdrawal rates. Also, in

response to the Williams Committee's call for further studies on student performance,

working parties to investigate graduation and wastage rates (explicitly identified in

the Williams Report (1979: 809) as a measure of institutional efficiency), have been

set up by both the AVCC and the principals of colleges of advanced education.

In,the first half of the 1970s a new aspect of student wastage began to emerge,

namely a substantial increase in the number of academically successful students

choosing to opt out of courses (Anderson and Western, 1975; Hayes, 1974, 1977;

Sheldrake, 1976; Star, 1973; Watkins, 1977b). A pilot study of voluntary withdrawal

at Monash University in 1975 (McInnis and Thomas, 1976) was prompted by the Committee

of Deans, concerned by figures indicating that the number of "successful" dropouts
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trend, albeit more wideH,read, had already 1-nui observed in Canada and

the and attracted u,nsiderable a,tention among educational researchers. Tinto's

(11,) theoretical ynthesih of the llteiature on dropout from higher education and

;tidie:; by Cope and Hannan (29P.) in N,,rth America and Entwistle and Wilson (1077)

in the U.K. have been influential in extending the scope of Australian research on

perloimance and wastage, particularly in terms of defining the nature of student

Jr ti behaviour and taking more careful account of the institutional factors

involved.

Until the mid-Lt7us few Australian studies related to student wastage made a

distinction between those wla, discontinue because of academic failure and those who

withdraw voluntarily. A three-year investigation of the latter group carried out by

lies (1)71, 1 '74, 1977) at the University of New South Wales provides the first

puhlined evidence on the nature of the phenomenon. By the end of the decade studios

,g t,n-tors as1:0,-iated with different types of withdrawal had been carried out in most

Australian universities.1°

Unlike the studies of the immediate post-war period, recent roses in student

dropout uses an interactionist perspective which began to appear in in_Jtigations of
pnr!oimance and att-mpts ti improve student learning around the mid-1960s (e.g.

;11r. 1A,b; Yit.t, Yat. t and ddphert, Pentuny, 19o8). In breaking with the

theory that the indicators of future university performance are encapsulated in the

beginning student aid, instead, assuming that performance is the outcome of an inter-

action of the person and the environment, attention is directed to potentially

handicapping circumstances such as financial aid, and to teaching and learning

methods.

The process which leads students eventually to withdraw, either voluntarily or

because of failure, is now recognised as involving highly complex interactions

between the individual and the institution. Models designed to explain this process,

and aid the development of appropriate intervention strategies, have been devised by

Tinto (1975), Entwistle and Wilscn (1977) and lore, Lawler and West (1980).

Using the interactionist alproach, the studies of different types of withdrawal

have included institution-based variables, as well as the familiar student based ones

(e.g. sex, age, entry gualifications, SES, measures of student commitment/motivation).

However vintually the sole source of information about institutional factors which

may ielate to withdrawal come from students' perceptions of the academic and social

environment (e.g. Haumgart and Johnstone, b,77, Hayes, 1977; Lewandowski, Powell and

White, 1977; Rump and Greet, 1975; Watkins, 19)32; Williams and Ainsworth, 1977;

Williams and Pepe, 1982); staff characteristics and attitudes, an important subject

of study in it,: own right, have been largely neglected. 11 Only in the last few years

have studies of staff begun to emerge which contribute something to our understanding

,g how staff/sttnient Interaction may affect student adjustment (e.g. Boon, 1980;

Bewden and Anwyl, I'M(); Cannon, 1982; Gunn, 13)11; Watkins and Morstain, 1980; Watkins,

I );+) ; Witrne, la;.1)

The continuing Student Progress and Performance Study (SPPS) at the ANU,

established in 1071, by the Office for Research in Academic Methods and the Student

(.,'iltre, aims at providing policy-relevant information and so pays

partIcalar attentIon U, gtadent:;' reactions to the university environment. Under-

graduate withdrawal was the subject of the first reports arising from this study

(Bennett and Mortimore, 1977a, 1977b). The MU investigation is important in that it
provides a comprehensive longitudinal picture of successive entry cohorts in terms
of the relationship between their motivations, occupational and other circumstances,

academic progress and performance, and destinations. However, as with so much

institutional research, analysis of the SPPS data have yet to be published, although
numerous reports have been circulated within the ANU since the study began.

;etwralisations from the research find29, on student dropout are not yet possible.
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A source of confusion has been the variation in definition of the population under

invedtigation for instance some studies include students who withdraw in first year

w-11 as those who completed that year but failed to re-enrol, some concentrate on

:lfj .coo deal with all students who discontinue regardless of year of

ehrolr,2nt, and olners investigate withdrawal among special entry students. Another

1-doldem is bias in the samples. For instance Spady (1970), reviewing the American

literature on attrition hypothesm:ed that findings reflect the selective response

rates of the samples used; these over-represent the more successful, higher status,

or high ability respondents who co-operate more readily. Furthermore, as Fiore, Lawler

anti West (1980: 9) point Out "experimental sampling studies, even if able to gain a

representative sample, weighted correctly for those groups who fail to respond to

luestionnaires, must base their data on students' self-reported reasons for dropping-

out, and must deal with the possibility of rationalisation of motives".

Also, because investigations of the phenomenon have usually been confined to

single institutions, we know very little about the real extent of student wastage.

Few Australian studies have investigated whether withdrawal is tempoi-ary or permanent.

A study of all 1978 first-year entrants to the University of Newcastle (Maddox, 1979)

who elther completed the year but did not re-enrol or who withdrew during the

academic year found that 44 per cent had transferred to other institutions. Davis

(1U74) followed up student drc outs from the sample used in the study of professional

socialisation (described earlier) and found that many resumed studies at other

Institutions. Numerous investigations surveying withdrawing students' intenions

about returning to study also support the "revolving door" phenomenon reported by

Cope and Hannah (1975). However the fact that such a large proportion of withdrawing

students report an intention to resume studies may be a function of that sampling

bias mentioned earlier. As Malley (1981) Sugc;ests, our knowledge of the nature and

extent of student wastage would be much improved by a system-wide synthesis of the

data on students' destinations following withdrawal, and also agreement on definitions

of the terms "dropout", attrition and wastage.

Despite these limitations, the recent research on student dropout has promoted

forms of intervention designed to facilitate student adjustment for instance,

orientation programmes, counselling services, careers advisory centres, learning

assistance programmes and, more recently, diagnostic tests, remedial programmes and

pastoral care through "general tutors". It has also played some part in changing the

approach to improving student learning. Motivation and study problems rather than

intellectual inadequacy are assumed to be the important student-related influence on

failure, dropout and underachievement. This perspective has contributed to a change

in the nature of study skills programmes (Hore, Lawler and West, 1980). The

traditional skills approach - typified in "how to study" books was based on the

assumption that there is a right way to study which suits all students in all

situations. This approach is being replaced by emphasis on improving motivation and

helping students to identify and develop a learning strategy appropriate for them

and the subject being studied (e.g. Frederick et al., 1981).

Since Gagne's initial formulation of learning hierarchies, the Australian

contribution to research on the learning of intellectual skills has been significant

(White, 1981). Ethnographic studies of the learning process of tertiary level

students are a much more recent development. Clear evidence of the growing interest

in this field and shifts in both research methodology and theoretical assumptions

about the nature of student learning emerged at the 1978 International Conference on

Higher Education and led to the formation of an ongoing Working Party on Student

Learning. Subsequently an entire issue of the journal Higher Education (1979) was

given over to the theme 'Student Learning in its Natural Setting'.

The results so far
12 have been sufficiently promising to ensure that differences

in students' learning styles, and how these interact with particular disciplines,

types of assessment and approaches to teaching will be a major focus of student

progress studies in Cie future.

f-N
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Conclusion

In this review have cited sum 17o studies. What has been the contribution to

pidi.7 and to iiition lat m .1m.,IlLt of nigher education research undertaken in

Au,:tC.:lid since Wtflti WAI if: Tis li we take at face value the responses to

our survey, is not a deal. ref the 44 studies mentioned as having had impact

in terms of policy or action, only five received more than two mentions: Students in
Australian Higher Education: a Study of their Social Composition since the Abolition
of Fens; (N=1,1); Promise and Performance (5=8); The Government of University Teaching
(N =S); The 1901 Study (N=4); and Success and Failure at the University (N=3).

We are not inclined, however, to taIke these responses at face value. First, our

survey sample included very few policy or decision-makers and no teachers apart from
those in DepartmenLs of Education, so there is no view from the consumers of
research. Second, we suspect that the views held by many of our respondents about
ne noichanisms connecting research and policy was a simple linear one. itis may be

p,rtrapd as follows: a problem exists, a research study is designed and carried out,
findings representing facts about the problem and its solution are discovered. The

next phase, according to the linear view, is either direct application or, if the

problem is A complex one, development. In the latter case the solutions are field-
tested and worked inro a form which is rugged enough for practical application. In

a large system a policy decision would be taken to adopt the new approach and
admini,;trators would be informed accordingly.

There are very few instances where the application of research follows this
logical progression of steps, as if education problems were amenable to a form of
social engineering. Changes to education policy and practice occur as the result of
numerous political, social and professional considerations and research results are
more often than not only a minor consideration. Furthermore, the effect of education

research is likely to be indirect and not immediate. A full account of the complex

connections of research and policy would require distinctions to be made between
types of research for example, research addressing questions from theory and
research addressing questions from practice. Distinctions also need to be made

between various sorts of policy formation, and between policy and practice. That

task is well beyond the scope of this review; however, as a result of reading the
Aestralian research record covering the forty-year period and reflecting on the
Implications, we have identified seven processes in addition to the linear or social
engineering process, by which research may contribute to policy and action.

1. Sensitising. In this instance a policy-maker or, more frequently, a
teacher, is intimately associated with the research and as a result
is influenced by having to clarify terms, or by viewing the process
from a new perspective, or by reflecting on findings as they emerge.
Examples are the research which was commissioned in connection with
the enquiry about the desirability of secondary colleges in
Canberra (Campbell, 1979); or the involvement of a university
lecturer in research designed to evaluate different forms of

teaching. Participation by the decision-maker or teachers has
greater impact than the report written at the end of the study.

2. Social Book-keeping. The term was used by Lazarsfeld and Sieber (1964)
in their review of education research to refer to the careful
accumulation of records in a form amenable to analysis - census
information, social service records, student performance, social
background, statistics of education services, etc. providing a data

base often richer than that which can be obtained from a "one-off"
social survey. The University of Melbourne and Monash University
surveys of students' educational background and social origins are

examples.

3. Lelgitimation. Often, perhaps more frequently than not, policy-
makers make selective use of research results in order to support
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cosel'.1sLohJ re,t : es other grounds. A recent example occurred in
the debate over .:%sdent finance when supporters for the re-introduction
of fees cited research which reported that no difference had been

f,,snd in the social composition of undergraduates before and after

the abolition of fees. The assertions that the abolition of fees
made no difference are, in fact, false because, as Popper has reminded

us, research can only disprove hypotheses, never confirm them.

Those who cited the research results to support their case for fees
also chose to overlook the authors' methodological discussion which
pointed out that, among other things, any effect which the aboliti-n
may have had was probably masked by the disappearance at the same

time of other forms of student aid, particularly State education
department studentships. Nevertheless the use of research to
legitimise decisions should not be rejected out of hand. At least

some data has been attended to which would seem to be preferable

to entirely data-free decision-making; and the citing of research
provides the opportunity for the researchers to enter the debate.

De-mythologising. The world of education is no more free than any

other of myths, fads and fancies. One particularly tenacious belief

is that the performance of university and CAE students is solely a

function of intelligence plus school learning. As the review of the

research record for the first post-World War II decade showed, this
view informed many of the studies undertaken in that period. The

contribution of research has been to show that environmental circum-
stances (including teaching!) also have an impact, and furthermore
that when all known variables are entered into the equation, the
prediction of academic performance remains highly inexact. One

effect of this research has been to deter universities and colleges
from embarking on elaborate and costly schemes of student selection.
Unlike some other countries, selection for universities and CAEs in

Australia does not usually involve interviews or psychological tests.
Nevertheless the myth of predictability dies hard and it appears as
if each generation of higher education researchers is required to
produce its own quota of studies on the prediction of academic

performance. A second and even more important result of the research
on prediction and selection has been to help change the question

from "What is wrong with the students?" to "What is wrong with the

process?". The second question has directed attention towards the
quality of teaching and examining and had led, among other things, to
the establishment in universities and colleges of various education

services.

5 Enriching. Research provides a vocabulary of terms and concepts which
enter into everyday discourse and enrich the education debate. The

list is very long; some examples are: reliability and valie'ity in
examining; role, level of aspiration, reference group and motivation
in social influences on learning; formative, summative, illuminative
varieties of evaluation. The terms are sometimes misused or overused
(motivation is an example of both) but nevertheless the conceptual
clarification which researchers have provided means that discourse is
more precise than when it is limited to a common language vocabulary.

6 Evaluation. This is really a version of social engineering but it has
become so specialised that it deserves a category of its own.
Evaluation has become popular in the last five or ten years partly
because of insistent demands for accountability. Research has

demonstrated that simple analogies from engineering where products
are assessed against independent criteria are inadequate in the

evaluation of social programmes. Criteria are rarely simple or even

agreed upon by all parties and evaluation has to recognise that values

influence judgements about procesqcs and products. The complexity of

social systems and the sheer impossibility of predicting all effects
means that an important part of evaluation is to discover unintended

consequences of actions. Furthermore recognition that there are

32
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usually a variety of means for achieving social and educational goals
has changed the question asked by evaluative education research from
"Has it worked?" to "How can it be made to work better?".

1. Illuminative. The question "What is the policy impact of research?"
overlooks a large amount of research in all disciplines where inquiry
motivated by curiosity about the nature of things and where no

practical pay-off may be intended in the short run, if at all.
Historical and philosophical scholarship is obviousl: in this
category, but much psychological and sociological research should
be viewed as enriching and illuminating our understanding of
education and culture rather than necessarily providing practical

benefit. Such studies nevertheless may be profoundly influential -
witness Plato, Dewey, Freud, Pavlov, Whitehead, Piaget - because
they change the way we think about things. The impact of recent

research, and here we would include the entire period of our
review, remains uncertain because, as the historian said when
asked about the effect of the French Revolution, "It is too early

to say".

NOTES

(1) Universities Commission, 1975; Commission on Advanced Education, 1975; Schools

Commis:; ion, 1975; Australian Committee on Technical and Further Education, 1974.

(2) The suspension of triennial funding in 1976 and the subsequent drop in resources

prevented the University of Wollongong and James Cook University from carrying

out their plans to establish units during the 1976-78 triennium; similar

proposals by Deakin University were also affected. By 1979 competition for

shrinking resources reached the point where there was concern over the plight

of a number of the higher education research and development units in the

university sector. The AARE was prompted to request written assurance about the
future of these centres from the TEC (reported in the Australian Educational

Researcher, 1980, 7(3), 25).

(3) For reviews of research on student evaluation of tertiary level teaching see

Powell ;1972), Wieneke (1976) and I. Smith (1980).

(4) For example, see Report of the AVCC's Working Party on Academic Staff Develop-

ment (AVCC, 1981) and Statement on the Professional Development of Academic

Staff (HERDSA, 1980).

(5) A system of independent study in carrels using tired programmes and a variety

of visual material which allows the lecturer/tutor time for contact with students

on their individual problems.

(6) The decline in demand for higher edo?ation is not an exclusively Australian

phenomenon; for ,.xample, see L. Coro t, "Towards zero growth in highe-

education". Paedagogica Europea, 1977, 12, 11-2C.

(7) From the year of its inception TEAS stimulated many studies of its effectiveness

in promoting the participation and progress of the scheme's target group, and

of the adequacy of its provision. A review of this research (see Hayden, 1981)

was commissioned by the Commonwealth Department of Education as part of the

Department's recent study of tertiary student finances (Department of Education,

1981).

(d) For example, see West, Hore and Boon (1980), Marsh (1981) and Prosser (1980),

('') A study being made by the CTEC of participation in post-secondary education will

be the first comprehensive analysis of the recent changes of patterns in
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participation (CTEC, 1962). For a review of recent Australian research on
factors affecting participation by young people in tertiary education, see

Hayden (1982).

(10) The Australian National University (Mortimore and Bennett, 1978); Adelaide (Rump

and Greet, 1976; Smith, 1978); Flinders (Sheldrake, 1977); Melbourne (Fitzgerald,

1979); Macquarie (Baumgart and Johnstone, 1977); Monash (McInnis and Thomas,

1976; Hore, Lawler and West, 1980; Smurthwaite et al., 1977); Murdoch (Sansom,

1979); Newcastle (Maddox, 1979); New England (Watkins, 1977b, 1982a); New South

Wales (Hayes, 1974, 1977; Lcwandowski, Powell and White, 1977); Sydney (Williams

and Ainsworth, 1977; Williams and Pepe, 1978); Griffith (Hall and Harper, 1978);

La Trobe (Gallagher, 1978).

(11) Larry Saha (1975,1979, 1980); Grant Harman (1975) and Jack Genn (1981, 1982) are

among rre few research workers who have attempted to fill this gap in Australian

research on higher education. A new theme in this area concerns the effects

of he rent recession in higher education on the professional lives of

academics; for example, see Hore, 1977, 1979; Powell, 1981b; Powell, Barrett

and hank , 1981; and Lonsdale and Williamson, 1980.

(12) For example, see Biggs (1978, 1979, 1981, 1982); Brumby (1982); Thomas and

Bain (1981) and Watkins (1982a, 1982b).
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INTRODUCTION

[..,! 1,1 tt,. (lue tb.. Author has boon involvod in two males evaluative

entetpr(-;es: dire,:tin'i a hational ntudy ''I NrIlderlt services it; tertiary education

and leading A ser les t three-day workshops on evaluative skills for senior academics.
.idge! by the teedbaok obtained tram participants in the latter, they have been very
succes,:ful and aiproval hAs been virtually unanimous. On the other hand, approval
of the national study rdf student services has been somewhat less than unanimous, and
the reasons for the difference have something to tell us about evaluation. Two

points will suffice At this introductory stage: at the workshop, participants were
not being evaluated and the situation was riot threatening; at the workshop also the
authority and expertise in evaluation of the two workshop leaders were accepted,
whereas by some student services people the project team's competence in evaluation
was not accepted, even though the director of each enterprise was the same person.

The main purpose of this paper is to discuss some of the significant issues
,oncerning evaluation in tertiary institutions, drawing mainly upon experience with

the student services project. This project which lasted more than two years was
funded by the Commonwealth Tertiary Education Commission under its Evaluative Studies
Program. There are obvious differences between a national study covering all sectors
and an evaluation of, say, a degree course in a single institution. But many of

the m.thodulogioal problems encountered in the former study, and many issues
concerning the a,....ceptanoe ,f evaluations, are likely to recur in most evaluative
studies, and the student services project may therefore serve as an illuminative
case study.

The other project mentioned above, the workshops, also contributes something
to these reflections, though much remains to he written about it. During the last

two years the author and Dr. R. McDonald of Murdoch University have devised and
conducted the series on behalf of the Higher Education Research and Development
Society of Australasia. The workshops, like the student services project, have been

funded by the C.T.E.C. Six have loon conducted so far, in Sydney (May 1981),
Adelaide (September 1981), Perth and Melbourne (both November 1981), Brisbane

(April 1982) and Sydney again (September 1982), the last of these being residential
and for senior staff in non-metropolitan universities and colleges. Normally each

tertiary institution within reach of the capital city was invited, according to its
size, to send two or three participants, most of whom have been at the level of dean
or department head.

A general framework for a workshop on evaluative skills was provided by a set
of documents dealing with what we called "Considerations in Evaluation". These

documents made up the first section of an extensive file of materials developed during
the months preceding the first workshop and continually revised since. Section

headings in "Considerations in Evaluation" were!

Purposesand levels of evaluation ("Levels' range from single units, such
as an item of teaching material or a single teaching session to
departments and institutions, and include course units, whole degree or
diploma courses, and individuals. A comprehensive evaluation of an
institution would encompass evaluation of its departments; evaluation of
a department would encompass course units, courses and the performance of

individuals.)
What information will be sought?
From whom will information be sought? (This will often include self-

evaluation.)
Now to seek information (This covers use of both existing documentation and

instruments specially devised.)
Who should carry out the evaluation study?
When to seek information
Analysis of data
Reporting of data
The climate of evaluation (Both this and the "reporting" category concern

4
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wi,at Wight be called the politics of evaluation, defined in the workshop
as "The intrusion of considerations other than purely educational ones
into decisions about (1) what to evaluate, (2) how to do it, (3) who is

to do it, (,1) what evaluative information is to be reported, (5) how,

and (6) to whom".
Making use of an evaluation
Summary: Planning an evaluation

In the national study of student services, these 'considerations in
evaluation' were live and often complex issues. The next three sections of this

paper will use the student services project as a case study: first, a general
discussion of the approach to evaluation which was adopted, then further elucidation
of the methodology of the project, and thirdly, some matters on which there was
disagreement between evaluators and evaluated.

APPROACHES TO EVALUATION

To evaluate, according to various dictionary definitions, is to find out,
work out, or state the value of something. The entry EVALUATION (in education) in

The Fontana Dictionary of Modern Thought reads "... the process of obtaining
information, usually for administrators and teachers, about the effects and values

of educational activities" (p.218). The same entry also refers to the "major
conventional division of M. Striven between formative evaluation, designed to
improve a programme, and summative evaluation, designed to judge its worth".1

Many evaluative studies have both formative and summative elements. As might

be expected, summative judgments are highly approved if they are favourable. On

the whole, however, the trend is towards formative evaluation because it is explicitly

more constructive. This does not mean it is always welcome. Proposals for improvement

contain implicit criticisms or reflect adversely upon the programme being evaluated,
and implicit criticisms can be resented even more than explicit ones. Nevertheless,

it can be argued that evaluation in tertiary education should always be formative;

that, unless it points the way to improveMent, it is not worth doing.

The project team planning a national study of student services quickly rejected

any directly summative intent. Summative judgments of so extensive and complex

a set of activities could only be arbitrary. Any conclusion like "this is good ...

this is bad"; "this should be expanded ... this should be discontinued" would lack

supporting evidence unless there were huge expenditure of resources to gather it; and

even then a large subjective element would probably remain. We decided that the

prospects for even a formative evaluation were limited, and the contribution we could

make would be modest and indirect.

Student services in tertiary education exist in hundreds of different and
autonomous institutions in three major sectors in different states and territories,

and decisions about "improving the programme" belong to the institution. A national

study, while it might raise some issues, even make some generalisations, about the

national scene, would in no sense be an aggregation of hundreds of evaluative studies

carried out in individual institutions. It would probably be formative only in the

sense of presenting a lot of information and opinions about student services, raising

questions, drawing attention to issues; from all of which others might seek improvement

in studentserviceo or decide to carry out their own local evaluation towards such

improvement.

An evaluative study of the kind we had in mind may better be termed "illuminative".

As Parlett and Hamilton described 'illuminative evaluation', it "takes account of the

wider contexts in which educational programmes function. Its primary concern is with

description and interpretation rather than measurement and prediction ... no method
(with its own built-in limitations) is used exclusively or in isolation; different

techniques are combined to throw light on a common problem ... the researcher is

concerned to familiarise himself thoroughly with the day-to-day reality of the setting

4S
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setting;; tie I -; nTy :It; ilium t he cern}, le): scene tie ntinottlitor tt.
iii.; ,hiet t tk t1,, unravel it ... coIrse of the study cannot be charted in

tit' eh. e hea ingin t an ext., uisi 1,1t ,t 1,,tne, the researchers i ca 1 IY tfA.tAlLft

ih I r.1 III, t?a,ir III 1,11 I Y t 111,1I t. .,v,,',ntrate.i .,ttantir,n to the linerii11(1
; Inr:IN,It 1. tt tl f . . . !A t .f; 'If t ill1,7111,1t

r ithet tt.ir: the ,lit,ti .1 1,.1,,tk I 1,,t t.; sure ..t '.'.1 I fl.It ......... tin' to

:h is t,n i l A I t 1 1 , I I ' . e t : t u,t e c . It f I ft 'X I t ii';, I r,o1.11 t t:Iqtti t' f / tlt..
ATH t r tilt' 1:1,111.tt lo.tt int: ot

r1v i 1

Alec lARLI t .111t- ALL t tf ion it the rol. of whc,e

les are hew,: I '1.0 'ii. They need nit tie t ttit,,,tinclui pi /inch down
I.e ,ttit and has: Live victim'; of the ruthless evaluator. The evaluation

may, in s term I . "All educ,ALional 12V,1111fIt if ill Aff,f;p0Ilft.iV,1

y.I f 1 1 1 t. t A I . 7 Ulf ,f ff I I th't ly If, pl 1,f I r-,triline act \tit nt; t.11:111 to I) r( ,(1r.trrune

inrerr';t:, ,t1 I t it 1 eiper:.: t !tt: int t eriwrit n for inIerm.rtion and ( i) if
!Th.! Alt! t. ',regent Tie rett to in Inpor t lip; the soots;;

t,i I_ r.he 1 The ht,t;!ittt which there 1,,t ing and

ittt't with t I ntore,t,t_ in Choi r ,1(t_ IVI t to!: help to deter-Mine the course of
t ht. .,t tt,' a., f t Ito ii.th It reports upon i t . The ev.illiAt.or it; concerned with

Ati,i t h,1 11,111 1

Mar,; 1-tti_viit 1 y , s, after geuerally favourable comments on a 'democratic'

model, whi h "!:,.vs the realm of process of understanding social contexts to

tne t )1, t ,A rt of information in eV:Ill:tat trlq them" and is a further

ale h I Went ,t the ' i 1 1 um i ve/respons i ve ' model , has proposed "oval cat ion as

to. -rtt tr,:t In h CAI _ormnnn1ty " . h; is founded 111),711 ..even ifr in which. t t hf. 'A marshalling intormation anh .1,:uments

which enables interested individuals and groups to participate in the critical
debate 'the process of 1:,:.1f-reflection) about a programme."4

Ndturally, there are many other approaches to evaluation: the Fontana dictiunary

entry looted earlier commented succinctly that "the field is currently characterized

by A proliferation of theory". And, althugh the emergence of evaluation as a major

topic in education is comparatively recent, it has quite a long history. Fifty years

ago, however, it was in most respects indistinguishable from research. If you wished

to ,:art oat a res1,:ttable evaluation you had to use traditional research models

and experimt,tal designs.

There is no need to present in detail here the case against exclusive use of

sucn procedures. Experimental designs depend on the creation of artificial situations,

and this c.en be quite inarl,ropriate in evaluations involving the attitudes and perform-

an,, of human subjects. Research models which emphasise or depend upon quantifiable
,hit,, amtial,le to st-itistical treatment are of limited use in evaluative studies,

because the ._,,A)t let ie, and comp ex t es of human behaviour are missed and

thereby devalued. Such approaches were never seriously considered for the 'tent

services pzoject.,

h major use of objective, quantitative measurement:, was in testing, a special

catego. y of evil uat ion, which is nowadays more commonly included under the heading

asse:3sment; thus assessment refers to the performance of individuals, usually

students, whereds evaluation covers courses, programmes, whole institutions; and

assessment may be a contributing element to evaluation, but never the other way

round. The distinction between assessment and evaluation is made in the U.K. and

Austral i A, but not in t he ri.b.

Another approach, the next stage historically, was distinguished by behavioural

objectives, detailed specification of, for example, how students should behase or

perform after taking a course was regarded as an essential prerequisite to any

evaluation of that course. Evaluation is measurement of the extent to which objectives

have been achieved. Many still hold that view, although there have been and are some

strong reactions against it. The reactions against evaluation being tied to behaviour-

al objectives have been significant in stimulating the current "proliferation of

theory". '.4ith respect to an evaluative study of strident services, a behavioural

obeectives approach might have been feasible if the study were confined to a single

institution, but would have been quite unmanageable in a national study involving

4
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in!ftitut ion

VW t "1 t theory den,,, that ,.701uAt 1,11 15 0 lively !Ind it many
.:1 I ti, . Hut i (1111 fic,ant fort f; are being ma!lt. to ,iehi,ve

I b.!!!! 1, 11,,i rt t, variety ,.f I, u' ;il'lu , al Iii ,ar;h,:s. A recent.

i 1 4! ):.;

:5 5,, r'. .1 I an he hy ,1 1,11117111,111e C11,11 red by

b a i l i e ' I , . :,tot ± 1 , ! ! , t t h e e v a l t i a t I 11 the had a hand in it,

WI !,,n!!!!: t ant s, tnclu,limt Atkin, pr,p1lin, 'ry let CAA1,0

And .1A0 IyAel. The 1, ,ok I Tent le, and 111,10,1A,, rate ,t0hd0t01,, presented in
t r ,IIlit1,1 four nomain eoncurns ahralT. its utility,

t-11,1 1 pi opi aety, and accuracy.'
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who, In ova u,it pm a regard the psycho-IA-at isti ca 1 or

aar cu tura 1-1,, d.any paradigm,,., sacrosanct , reject illuminative, responsive, humanistic

Ar truer 1,,AT a,va os heresies. Thar, is partly at he tot because there is a
ilaoe for professibnal judgment, AS i.e l 1 as for results. Stor4viuse points out that the

ail!al to profe,!si,,iall judgment involves concern about presentation and about
1,11!rn,,!s: "a need to capture !!ri the presentation of the research the texture of

reality whi Ii makes judgment possible for an audience". He suggests that illuminative

approashes .41o!ild be based upon the discipline of history which "founds verification

on the !!!!!11 to the publicly accessible source". The historian "will prefer other

!eopl,' to his own ... will work through interview supported by

4,!um-nt !, ,ot lolly attempting to gather the perceptions and understandings
t t In I II situation he 1S studying and to 5-;C, f ()Vl while

in the S. lel d"

1t A ,in : 1 , A n t , ; ; , !,/, k!,hops ovalsat I I !, that from the
beginning we based our 'teachirbt' on the everyday experiences of participants

in their inl-glittit ions and placed much emphasis on 'informed professional judgment',

ither that; an orthodox path via the history and theories to the technicalities

of ,_valuation.

METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDENT SERVICES PROJECT

The few items from is
considerable and growing literature of evaluation briefly

noted above, provide some hint of the modest theoretical underpinnings of the

st!blent service. project. The approach was obviously eclectic, and also sometimes

inv!dved application of evaluative ideas to a different universe from that in which

they originated. For example, much of the effort reported i" the literature has gone

into course or programme or curriculum evaluation. When a programme is being

evaluated, it is normally only one programme under scrutiny at any one time. There

.re Also in the literature evaluations dealing with larger entities, such as
departments and institutions; but again the target is a single operation or set of

operations, located in one place. A national study, covering not one student services

operation but many, with thousands of participants in a variety of institutions

scattered through the country, is a different universe.

Nevertheless, the kinds of considerations briefly presented in the foregoing
paragraphs are applicable to this evaluative study. Here are some of the character-

istics of the gpproach adopted, identified by phrases already used in the foregoing

paragraphs:

(1)

(2)

( 3)

(4)

(5)

taking account of the wider contexts;
concerned with description and interpretation rather than
measurement and prediction;
different techniques combined to illuminate;
familiarisation with the day-to-day reality of a complex scene,

with a view to unravelling it;
course of study not (fully) charted in advance;
increased concentration on emerging issues;
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11, .111;(. t

.151,; tic.tllt tr dt flit' t ;
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A place hi; professional judgments a5 well as for results;

gather rho percept: IOW( atld urnietstati(ling5 of participants in the
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In planning the evaluative study of student services in tertiary education

throughout Australia, an early decision was to use (1) above. We needed a varlet:

,f data, from a variety of sources, by a variety of methods, if we were to gain

it(ights into the complex scene. We would use existing documentation (publish '

and unpublished material concerning student services), questionnaires, intery 4s,

dis,alstons, case studies; And we would invite letters, submissions, telephones calls

from those willing anti able to volunteer information.

hut why aid we choose these data-gathering techniques? The purposes of the

evaluative softly Are referred to in (7), (12, and (14) .above; further, in (1), to

illuminate student services ;, (.1) to unravel the complexities, (6) and (10) to

identify the significant issues. The purpose was riot summative. Any vague notions

th.0 mAy have lingered in the collective consciousness of the research team about

r',!A.:uring the ett,tiven,5!. of .;11nient s,v-vices vanished as soon as we began to come

to grips with the project. The criteria for effectiveness might be (a) the academic

success of 5tudents who had contact with student services, (b) the mental health

,af such students, (c) their success in life and/or work 5 years, 10 years, 20 years

afterwards, (d) the healthy (or otherwise) climate of the institution. None of these

seemed usable, because of the vast number of other variables involved and because of

the va5t resource -(1 to obtain answers on a national scale; two cogent reasons.

More modest critev the extent of satisfaction with student services as

expressed t,y ;;Ctl(ien -mic staff, by administrators, by student services

personnel them5elves. seemed more feasible, but would carry little weight as a

measure of effectiveness. Nevertheless such information would have value in

prvviding illumination, in unravelling the complex scene, in identifying issues, in

locating different valuel:erspectives, in retrieving the perceptions and understand-

ings of participants. It would, of course, be impossible to get a complete picture,

the V1QWS of all 5tndents, all staff-, servicespeople, and administrators; and because

of the diversity of institutional c-,ntexts, any sampling would be dubious basis for

generalisation.

We decided, however, to make some use of questionnaires directed to the four

groups, and by asking questions about what student services were doing and how the

ideal related to the reality, we expected to get at least some insight into priorities,

isgues and different value-perspectives. There was also a political or public relations

purpose. Expectations of a national study, we thought, would include: that information

be gathered from many institutions and individuals; that some quantifiable data be

obtained. It would he difficult, if not impossible, to meet such expectations by

interview and case study methods alone.

but we saw discussions, interviews, and case-studies as the heart of the matter.

Only thus could we be immersed in the "day-to-day reality of a complex scene" and

hope to unravel it. A large programme was undertaken.

Other data came to us through the volunteered comments of individuals, many

of them provoked by the inevitable crudities and over-simplifications of the

questionnaires. These comments, some of them lengthy, grew into a rich store of

valuable information, of reactions, attitudes, analyses of issues, which it would

have been difficult to obtain by other means. These contributions by letter often

reinforced or supplemented material already available to the project team as existing

documentation, the reports, articles and papers, historical and contemporary,
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published And unpubli!..hed, on student services both iii AlrOIalla and ovelsoas.

This fluter contained a great /lea) of IntorMat ion relevant t, 1,1,1 Nat ice Ill II Iy;
I iX.11111,1 II, I he key I and anlct I !II student services people, and the con 1 ex ta;

to I Ch they upo rat e.

the " t pry it I l.-, I n , ,II 'moll thw, t,ifv( evaluated (11)

Above) WIc ,,01111 II/ tht lot,' and leceiving increased attention (h); and because,
quite deliberately, the coutso of the project had not been fully Charted in advance
(I-), We could take account of emerging issues, make changes, till gaps. Thus, at

later stages in the project-, letters from the project director, posing key questions
(relevant to emerging issues or the filling of gaps) went to senior administrators
in the TAFE sector, to student union officials, to staff in the careers and
appointments area, and finally to registrars and principals in universities and

last of all, we concentrated on what, from the beginning, had been regarded as
a particularly crucial part of the project. It relates to (B) above, in being a
response to audience requirements for information; to (10), the role of the evaluated
in the writing of reports; and to (12), participation by interested individuals and

ui the 'critical debate' about student services. That debate was, of course,
well under way much earlier in interviews, discussions, in critical letters provoked
by questionnaires and our replies to these letters. Now, however, we provided a
number of interested individuals in student services with draft sections of the final
report IA the project, as it was being written, and invited their reactions. This

is in line with 'responsive evaluation' and with the 'propriety' standards of the U.S.
Joint Committee on Standards for Educational Evaluation.

Later, when the final report as a whole had been drafted this went to about
50 student services people representing all states and sectors for comment. This,

like the earlier feedback, led to modifications, repaired omissions, corrected errors
or biases, added new information. We had also proposed, in sending out drafts, that,
where the authors could not accept the feedback as a modification (for example, a
clear difference of opinion or interpretation) or where it included new material
which, though of interest and significance, was tangential to the main body of the
report, we would publish such comments in an appendix to the report: and a selection
of comments duly appeared. The final chapter of 'Conclusions' to the report on
student services was written only after all comments had been received.

METHODOLOGICAL DISAGREEMENTS

The data-gathering techniques employed in this project provoked score critical
comment, which was taken seriously and responded to, often at length. Basic to

many of the objections raised about methodology were misconceptions about evaluation.
The critics revealed attitudes and expectations commonly associated with particular
('reputable') research techniques but often inappropriate with respect to evaluation.
They persistently referred to the whole project as "a survey" of student services,
and their expectations were that traditional social science research methods would be
rigorously applied throughout. In all the comments and letters there was no
reference to evaluative techniques; in our responses we invited further comment from
anyone expert in evaluative studies, but no such coot '.bution was received.

As indicated earlier, this evaluative study of student services was approached
quite differently from a traditional research project. Research is not often a
practical activity; that is, even when it addresses a 'real' problem, it rarely
leads directly to specific consequences. Those engaged in it tend to feel themselves
at a relatively safe distance from real life events. Evaluation, on the other hand,
is specific and specific consequences are at least implied; it is concerned with
real life events, there is no expectation of arriving at general laws transcending
those specific events, and those engaged in it feel a responsibility for the
consequences. Clearly, all those summary statements should have qualifications and

5,
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Hit t he per npeCt -tee td !Weil .1 gi t 51)J within ,1 particular n.rt itut ton is very different
ti is the pe r;ir,ry Ivo if wja uAt ,; EU) a national 'Andy, might be arcaed

!hat , ) y , the 1!i J4,7 1,41 .04 d 1/0,1 and the till ilt)dt; ter obtaining it Ithould be
repeated tot hundi eds of inst tut Realistically, however, ( to return to the

student opinion' ex,-,mple) to ,h:.termine and to gather information from 'proper'

sample of Australia's hundreds of thousards of tertialy students, stratified by

sector, by institution type and size, by discipline, by sex, by age, by year of

tnut.e et c et would require enormous expenditure of resources. 'rho same

PPite, to other aspects of the fg-oject; indeed, the perspective of some critics was

swab that anything lien', than a 1111111'1-million dollar scrut joy of strident services
seemed nit t in to be dismissed as inadequate arid invalid.

'these differences of perspective and the preoccupation with traditional research

methods meant that 'questionnaires' and 'sAmpling' attracted the most attention.

Pot example, we needed to taste student. views And reactions to some questions concern-

ing student services, as part of the process of illumination, as part of the identif-

ication and exploration of key issues. We had no ambitions to obtain an impeccable,

nat tonally representative . ;ample, rind heeLny, d the wide di f feri,nces between
institutions we knew generalisations would be hazardous. We made crude and simple

arrangements, took a rough sample of institutions, using three broad discipline

groups, taking year of course into account, and had questionnaires administered at

classes. What we did was economical and entirely adequate for our purpose but some

found it unacceptable.

A questionnaire directed at student services personnel was criticised by some

of them; the major grounds were that it grossly over-simplified issues, that it was

confusing, difficult, or it took hours of agonising to come to grips with the

questions. One critic commtrnted that "it may have been possible to answer them if we

took an over-simplistic view of what the questi qls meant"; the reply from the project

director read: "There is no other realistic course in most questionnaires, particularly

those dealing with complex personal opinions and judgments, than to take a simplistic

view of the questions, and such a view is entirely appropriate. The questionnaire

is a crude instrument which will provide us with some general ideas and pointers.

The subtleties depend or; interviews, discussions, and study of what people write in

detail on such matters." He went on to refer to "the general area of different

perceptions, communication difficultioc, etc." in these terms; "You and some of your

colleagues know too much! That is, you have thought deeply about, agonised over,

discussed and written about the complexities of philosophy, policy and practice in

student services, you can see layers of (sometimes alternative) meaning in statements,

you are conscious of qualifications, subtleties, caveats, etc. etc. So you find the

inevitably crude methods which must be employed in a national study alarming, even

insulting. Further, you are right in the middle of it all, it is your profession

which is under scrutiny, and inevitably your viewpoint is different from that of an

outsider, however conscientious and well-informed the latter is."

The final objection to the project's methodology is both highly significant and

difficult to rebut; it is 'lack of consultation'. This is a major issue in

evaluation. There is much advice in the Literature about the rights of the evaluated;

to be kept fully in the picture; to have their feelings respected; and, wherever

possible, it is recommended that there should be some kind of formal contract between

evaluator and evaluated, specifying the dimensions of the project. By such standards,

student services personnel in Australian tertiary education were not fully consulted.

Such consultation would, in a national project, be an extremely difficult, title-

consuming and expensive undertaking.

5
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The issue i5 teal ly in two patty; one is rottsultat ion, in the sense of prior
discussion of project_ events, seeking advice or feedback before a particular
step is taken; the other is in forma tion-g v lig , that is:, keeping interested part i

Informed id progress (soon) after the event.

The scope tot pritl consultation may be limited by considerations of what is
desirable as well as what i5 practicale. Negotiation and agreement as to the

dimensions of the project are ideal when only two parties, the evaluators and the

evaluated, are involved. When there is a third party, the sponsors of the evaluation,

the matter may he more complicated. consultation an to the methodology of the project

15 more problematic; consultation, yes; abdication of responsibility, no. It is to

he expected that evaluators, like any other professionals, while they may seek or
accept advice, retain the -ight to use whatever methods seem appropriate to them in
the light of their professional judgment.

The practical difficulties in the way of prior consultation for the national

study of student services were formidable. Ideally, when the project was approved,
the evaluators and representatives of the to-be-evaluated could have planned its
dimensions and indeed its methodology over a period of several months. Neither the

project timetable nor its resources would have permitted this. It would have

involved many and prolonged meetings in a number of centres. Prior consultation by

rail is a slow process. It was attempted with some of the questionnaires; but
they had to be distributed to various people, scrutinised, meetings held, detailed
comments written; thin process took several weeks and in 1981 created a significant

delay in the data-gathering programme. This means that most of the consultation was
with those student services people readily available to us, in Queensland, and these

were extensively consulted. (The questionnaires were also piloted locally, for

similar reasons.) rnfortunately, and apparently for ideological reasons quite
beyond our control, consultation with our local colleagues was greeted by some inter-
state student services people as if it were worse than no consultation at all!

Another difficulty was the flexible, responsive nature of the project. As

already noted, it is characteristic of this kind of evaluative study thatrot every-
thing is planned in advance; there is a continuing search for new leads, issues

emerge and are pursued, gaps are noted and action taken to fill them. We were wary
of making pronouncements about the progress of the project which gave any impression
that things were cut-and-dried; yet an account emphasising the flexibility would be
likely to cause further distress to those who had little confidence that we knew

where we were going!

SOME POINTS FOR EVALUATORS

This final section of the paper is devoted to some areas of concern for
evaluators: lessons one might learn from the student services project, problems
which need to be approached with particular caution, matters on which decision may

be difficult. It does not pretend to do more than sample the issues which may face

an evaluator.

Questions of Climate and Polities

It might be argued that, in a general sense, the current climate is favourable

to evaluative studies. Put although 'accountability' has become a very familiar
term, and although tertiary institutions at least pay lip-service to the desirability

of regular and systematic self-scrutiny, there is a considerable distance between

institutional acceptance in principle and the individual staff member's practical
cooperation in a real evaluation.

Evaluators need to work at creating a favourable climate. Since the very word

'evaluation' can evoke defensive feelings, it is a formidable task. In the student

services project it was even more formidable because of the presence of a third
party, the Commonwealth Tertiary Education Commission. 'Presence' is too strong a
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and a busy timetable. We Were always ankr(((is t(( get on with it, concentrating on

miniCUsing delays rath.rr than el eat ing (((re. And it' always bad, as an impt(rtant

(b ve , the : ;I rrtifrcant exercise in pr i or cons Al tat ion to come a te r the ci r cu -

Atinn ror ,t the draft report 1(efore it was finalised.

Hut In the inlormti.(-giving ase.d ,o too, our record should have

better that, it WA!;, even th,,:lh great deal of time and effort went into it.
(me ot the oame diltieulties (nr exeuses) Applied; the geographical dimensions of

the pro,ect , the Imse timetable, for example. Hut, again, we failed to give it a high

enough p_i,traty. Essentially, we gave information as fully and freely as possible
whea we were asked for it, but, after the initial efforts, we only occasionally got
Ainund to volunteering it. Whenever we had contact with anyone concerning the
proiect, we trie.i to give some kind of picture of its progress. The project director
replied ti( all e(-eements and criticisms, often at considerable length, and this
also involved a ,;lcat deal of inforrlati(m-giving.

In particular, we had difficulty in establishing productive relationships with
officials of the professional organisation of people employed in the student
o,rVict,, area, the Australian and Now Zealand Student Services Association (ANZSSA).

I t is nhvi((usly important in any evaluative study involving professional staff that
ular e::(ute be made to obtain the support, eeen the sponsorship, of the relevant

1.1( de(; (1 .nA. Asseidion. Although our failures it:. ANZSSA had unexpected compen-

itinn,, in that the disagreements engendered lively discussions and significant

insight , the benefits of effective cooperation would have been greater.

The experience of this project suggests two major considerations for evaluators
if they are to give A high priority to establishing and maintaining close and productive
contact with their 'victims'. Both Are complex.

(1) How. much 'education' of the evaluated is needed before they can be in a
position either to veto eonsultation processes or to decide to provide useful
inpat, having sound bases for either decision?

(2) In consultation, how much control' belongs to the evaluated? Should

they have A major role in deciding what is to be done? How it is to be done?
Should they have power of veto?

The experience of this project suggests that a great deal of education is

needed. Otherwise evaluative study proposals are likely to be judged by criteria
imported from research and probably from a particular type of research methodology.
This means that a crucial part of the information-giving is information about
evaluation and its techniques. In fact, a general educational programme for staff
of tertiary institutions concerning evaluative studies would be ,n important
contribution towards creating a favourable climate and convertibe the stance towards
accountability from one of lip-service to one of action.

The series of workshops on evaluative skills referred to earlier in this paper
is highly relevant in this context. The C.T.E.C. is obviously conscious of the need

fear such education. In its original statement introducing the Evaluative Studies
Program, the Commission referred to "promoting a climate of (7ritical self-assessment
within institutions, and encouraging the development of evaluative skills."8 Its

support for workshops directed at senior academic staff is precisely in line with
that objective. Eventually, perhaps, the answers to the second set of questions

ahnee might mean that all evaluations would become self- evaluations, with varying
amounts of input as netekel in the individual case from 'expert' evaluators.

Credibility of Evaluators

Another ,(rea which seems to have required a higher priority than it received in
the student services project is the credibility of the evaluators. This is connected
with the foregoing discussion about the need for extensive consultation of the
evaluated. Continual requests for information and demands for various types of
consultation (often arising from objections to iclopted or proposed procedures)

can he a consequence of lack of trust. The points made above concerning the education

of the evaluated may well provide a remedy here also. Ore way for evaluators to
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, any a I 1 , pay he 1 t be a ,d1 league of the evaluated or from the

scipl 1,, the t rt1.1.111 t y may 1 att.:ant age on- a disadvantage; and
evaluators may have admirable credentials in status, expertise and much else but
to Ana,--eptable .1,..,c,1,1f;t2 they are not amiable or tactful enough or demonstrate other
let 1, ier. 1e-: in interpersonal relatiorp;hi!s,

External Evaluator or SelfEvaluation?

tability prol,lem wu,tid all evaluations
1,e,arm ,, 1. eva uat but it is arguable whether this would be desirable ever:

, with wide,:pread developm,nt of evaluative skills and a climate generally favourable
_valuation,, it ht.',:a1PO ty. The while promoting "critical

se f-assessment." rn 'Tint i tut ions, in the passage already quoted, also strongly
tav-urs the use of external evaluators:

The Commission wishez. to encour,Age institutions and authorities
to t at their activities, and to dc, so by making use

evaluatc)rs external to the institution itself. The Commission
believe, that It would be in the long-term interest's of institutions
to make mors use of external evaluators, and that it is particularly
fruitlal fo institutions and authorities to examine the quality of
the work of faculties, schools and departments."9

Like all the sect. ic,n headings of the file of materials developed for the
eva ive ski i It; worksh,.,ps and listed earlier in this paper, "Who should carry out
the evaluation ;tidy -..'" can lead to some complexities. A department or those in charge
of a degree course may be able to de, ide "!;hall we get someone to evaluate us or
shall we dc. it our se lve!t.?" but if the decision to evaluate has been taken by some-

i is unlikely that they will be invited to do it themselves. Then the
evaluators may be from within the institution or from outside it they may be given

i free hat] fr1 a "."cry firo,ni ,;eneral brief; at. the other extreme, they may be given a
list o4 highly siecific T1e!;l1,,ris to which answers are sought. 'those sponsoring

r designif:-; an evaliati -,n may chi,nse an e7aluat,,r or evaluation team from among
t:-,emselve:;. The ar.T:rnehts using outside evaluator:; may be phrased in many
11IIii,'iii .

relate to justice being done and being seen to be
;1.; .01.1 Ind. The arguments against are also

i , "the:" won't s. our special problems, it will violate
a,:ademit7 treed,,,r, i t , a Hit yin to ar;,,:,e:Lts less likely to he enunciated, querying

he uompet,r:ce ' 11,,itors or the cii rahi 1 ity of 'rocking the boat')

these ,,bjeotion; constitutes the arguments for self-
re:adera , if we have the clear, rational, objective

"Lu,acity of rrs'' surely turn the spotlight ON ourselves
air! make d an appraisal as any rots ider ct,11,1; better, because we understand
what we are .ruing and why, and the constraints 1:l -on us, far better than anyone else

The i r ,,cess is rel it nor.-threatehing, since we can abandon it or withdraw
:r-n: it at an.: time, and since we can, keep these delicate matters private. There

,,re, ,,,urf,, reputable and loss reputable reciF-,,,wi for preferring self-evaluation,

An Import distir,cti,,,n needs to lie drawn, obvious as it is, between self-
evaluat ion by :;ir;le self, nil self-evaluation by a service or unit or department
t,, beinng. To some extent a department's self-evaluation is an
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aglrega'e ,: the .,;elt-evaluations individuals who belong to that department.
:iUt it 1,3 !,u,...11 more than that. Relationships among those individuals will be

Will they 1.e .-,ncerned to secure favourable evaluations of themselves at
the ,XpelVA. will they keep themselves and each other honest? Will

they 1, -Atilt 1 .; it i.e of each other:

IT is suggested that .1f-evalnation should precede evaluation by others;

t rat ie, :;e1!-evaluation is a desirable preliminary step before external evaluators
m '.',_ in. (Tliey ma./ le 'external' to the unit- or department, 'internal' to the
Institut 1,n, or external to both; and an evaluation team may contain both categories.)
11c 1dawAy in a recent discussion of the review process in universities describes in

ail the system evolved at the University of Alberta; it features seven-year
,f teViCVV, of All department; and an important principle is that, over a

.exiod ab..ut three months, each unit. should prepare a self-study report as a
;1,111110; pght for its review. Pr

Again, the .:It,:Ation in a national study is very different. It is conceivable

that the various student services in scores of institutions might have been invited

'" =.lt-valuations before t" major project got under way. One possible
1,, . thi, might have been to identify problems or areas to which the project

give arti..'ilar attention. The practical difficulties of conducting a
, u,;.-g the widely different foci proposed by individual services

wr,u1 certair.ly have been formidable. Nevertheless, had a number

or been Available thee would have provided an informal input of
,;.me to the pr,, pct .

It eel,, more imputant, however, that a national study should be followed

by by individual servi:e.1 and institutions, It should provide,

at the very 1.!3!:t , some hnpetus for .-ritical self-examination. If the result

such :;1. -xAmination is rejection of the comments and conclusions of the national
,,tudy as untrue or inapplicable to this institution, this may still be a significant
and useful ,..1t-ome. It is sometimes claimed that consciousness-raising is one, if

not the, MAprf 1nefir ;min c,nduc:tin an evaluative study; sometimes, it seems,
the evai.lated indifference or hostility to an evaluation while it is going

the ti:Te !h report is written they have already quietly implemented its

:indinls!

ilready observed, evalution, including self-evaluation, is a fact of life.

We it all t-h time. :It. mostly we do it informally, unsystematically; which often

means with unreliably, invalidly. If self- evaluation is to be accepted and

respe 'ted, it ha,; to he ,-ystematic self-evaluation. It has to adhere to certain
principles .nld tr,,redure::, and to do so publicly. Thus, there are dis':inctions to be

ira...:11 1..tweet; 1.elf-e..,alution and self-questioning. There is, as already noted, a

:,nsidrAhle ,; "If between paying lip-service to accountability and actually doing
.;,methihg about. it. There 1.; a morbid, pointless kind of self-questioning, a rhetorical
breast-heatIm1, which eems to he designed to forestall any demand or resist any
pressures for action. "Look at me, how honestly self-critical I am; and if I say

that often enough it wilt absolve me from making any changes." Self questioning may
h, A preliminary and indeed a stimulus to self-evaluation; or it may be a substitute

It it. gall-guestioning, unless it leads t.o self-evaluation in an active sense, is

merely self-indulgence.

Serendipity!
A final les,on from the student services project is that evaluators should be

alw:ys Alert to information whi,:h may come to them unexpectedly. There is a delicious

irony in the fat that those who were critical of the questionnaires and the methodology
related to them were provoked to provide in many cases more valuable information
tlin the T:ustionnaires themselves con.ld have produced, It is tempting to recommend
to evaluators a policy of deliberate provocation! We were not deliberately provocative

in ..11h; project, either in the questionnaires or in the draft report sections we
Jitributed for comment, but both provided richer information than we could have

hoped b.r. Nevertheless, although planning for serendipity is a contradiction in

terms, tlie c,tn he dividends for evaluators in presenting controversial issues or

bile ';impli,:itios and awaiting the reactions.
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The Relevance of Tertiary Science Courses to
Professional Employment: Who Decides and How

A. P. Prosser
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ABs
As und.!, -Hduate courses in science are widely regarded as vocational training, they are
evaluated various groups as preparation for, inter alia, professional employment. However,
the criteria for evaluation are usually not agreed because the groups describe the work of
scientists in substantially different terms. In this paper, the perceptions held by several specific
groups are outlined. The academics' perception is of up-to-date, sophisticated scientific
principles; the perceptions of other experienced scientists are in terms of the use of knowledge
and skills to solve problems, and the attitudes consistent with being an employed professional.
Undergraduate curricula are largely determined by the academics' perception because no
effective means has been found for academics to understand and accept the other perceptions.
Acceptance of the other perceptions may lead to substantial changes in curricula.
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INTRODUCTION

A tertiary course in science is often claimed, by educational and professional

institutions, to be relevant to and a prerequisite for employment as a professional

scientist. Determination of the relevance of a tertiary science course to the sub-

sequent employment of the graduates requires criteria of relevance based on inform-

ation about the nature of the professional work of science graduates. The information

used by various people to establish criteria of relevance is not In the form familiar

to scientists, viz. quantitative facts, verified by measurements and established in a

theoretical framework on which there is substantial agreement. Rather, the information

is in the form of opinions; there is often a bias in the collection of the opinions

and an absence of a theoretical framework for the Interpretation of the results; even

when a theory is used, its application is qualified by uncertainty. People responsible

for making a decision when faced with information of doubtful reliability and validity

tend to ignore the information and rely on their personal judgement. Decisions about

undergraduate science curricula seem to conform tc that pattern.

This paper examines the characteristics of opinions expressed by various groups

about the nature of professional work, discusses why most of the opinions are neglected

In the design of curricula, presents some relevant results and conclusions from a

survey ni scientists and engineers employed in Australian industry, and offers a

suggestion for how to improve the relevance of a curriculum. The discussion centres

on chemists, because that is the group of scientists most familiar to the auth,r, but

published statements referring to other scientists, and even to engineers (Prosser,

1982), indicate that the observations apply to most of the pure and applied physical

scientists. Also, chemists seem to have been selected on more than one occasion for

particular scrutiny by investigators reporting to government or institution.

VALID SOURCES OF OPINION

Academic Scientists

Within a particular educational institution, it is the responsibility of the

academic members of the chemistry department to design the curriculum of the chemistry

course(s). Their recommendations are examined by academic colleagues from other

disciplines in faculty meetings, etc., and, perhaps, by a board of studies outside the

institution with power to accept, modify or reject the design. Sometimes the depart-

ment has an advisory committee whch may suggest changes, as well. The substance of

the proposed course is likely to be altered by the reviewing groups only if it has

obvious weaknesses In terms of resources available or student numbers, or if it

includes radical departures from the accepted pattern and methods of presentation.

As will be shown In the following sections, no other group has any significant effect.

Thus, it is the perception of professional practice held by the majority of academic

scientists (plus their desire to educate as well as vocationally train) that determines

the curriculum.

To most academics the practice of, say, chemistry means the use of up-to-date,

powerful concepts, theories and techniques to obtain and interpret chemical data for

the resolution of chemical problems. Not often do academics acknowledge that manage-

ment of the physical, financial and personnel resources for chemical research

requires the systematic use of concepts and techniques that fall outside chemistry.

Similarlz, the psychological and sociological aspects of teaching, learning and

research are rarely mentioned in a description of a chemistry department's activities.

Much seems to be made of chemical knowledge and relatively little of scientific skills

and values in the formal statements if
academics, although it is clear that these last

two have a major etfect on their e,ri success as chemists. The academics seem to

concentrate on wha', hemistry is rather than on what chemists do.
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Advisory Committees and Employer Representatives

Sometimes a slate government or a professional institution appoints a committee
to advise, recommend or decide on the acceptability of a course. Such committees

contain one or more representatives of Ote potential employers of graduates of the

course. Typically, those people are 'managers' of research or technical service

departments; they have responsibility for the hiring and deployment of professional

employees. Their perception of professional work is related to those roles and is
manifested by statements describing an ideal for the employed professional.

Buley (1972) has given an excellent account of a personnel manager's perception
of what an industrial organisation expects from graduates in science and engineering.
He describes several functions in industry and, in some detail, the attributes of
graduates which are particularly relevant to each function. The following statement

of Buley summarises the overall ideal sought by him and other managers.

"A graduate is Someone who, by undertaking an intellectually demanding study of
one or more bodies of organised knowledge, principles, hypotheses and ideas,
has acquired certain fundamental intellectual qualities, including the ability

learn and to apply learning in new and unfamiliar situations. (Buley's

emphasis). During this process, the graduate will also, we hope, have acquired
knowledge and skills which are immediately useful, 'nit this is neither a

necessary nor a sufficient condition. The definition, it should be noted, is
not in terms of the duration of the course, nor of its content, since these
will vary for different individuals, but In terms of his aptitudes, attitudes,
and behaviour at the end of it. (pp 55-6)"

Members of advisory committees having such an ideal have opportunities, through
formal and informal meetings with academics, to influence curricula. However, for

three reasons,they are unlikely to effect any major change in curricula. First, they

are usually asked to respond to a detailed proposal rather than initiate the design of

a curriculum or choose between widely different curricular options. Second, although

they may be inclined to evaluate a course in terms of the expected 'aptitudes,
attitudes and behaviour' of the graduates, the discussion will centre on the duration

an content of various parts of the course. They will be prepared to accept any
curriculum that appears to provide 'an intellectually demanding study of one or more
bodies of organised knowledge, principles, hypotheses and ideas'. Third, most people

who have reached a managerial position in industry have learnt that there is little to
be gained by pressing their opinions about proposals for which they have no direct

re'Tonsibility.

Some college and university departments have sought, via surveys, the opinions of

employer organisations (e.g. Anderson, 1978; Anon., 1979a and 1979b). Although the

results indicate that the employers would like more consideration to be given to their
aims for professional training they also indicate general satisfaction with the quality

of graduates. Not surprisingly, the latter outcome has more influence on the curricu-

lum designers than the former.

Groups Outside the Profession

People in positions that enable them to influence public opinion occasionally

make statements about the contributions that scientists and engineers (technologists)

can or ought to make to the community. Politicians, captains of industry and the

directors of public utilities come within this category. Their statements usually

refer to the broad opportunities and restraints of technology, and they are trying to

influence the number of people seeking careers in technology and the attitudes of

technologists on broad political or economic issues. These opinions may have an

indirect effect on the morale and motivation of both teachers and students. They

probably have no direct effect on specific aspects of the curriculum.
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The people Who tteike these statements rarely meet with the academics who mike the

de.. is ote; about a part) cular curriculum, which probably why they have little

lilt I u...nce most .,t the time. However, on the rare occasion that a direct intervention

made it Ie, t t In supp ly of motley or student s , the f feet is substantial.

Vi-Chancellors and ether lead i ,icadend es out side the science di:n:11d ines do

not at tempt t.. i nt 111011C1. .1 part icular curriculum, but they do publ ic i se the virtues of

research, scln,larshlp, e Itism, academic freedom, etc. These statements have the

effect of re n f orc og the Inclinations 0f the science academies; to neglec the 1,er-

ceptions of people not regarded as scholars Jr lop-line researchers.

Recently, :un iologists studying the nature and performance of professional groups

have descr i bed sc lent sts in terms that are far removed from the ideal istic statements

s, lent. ist s used to describe themselves 30 to 40 years ago. For example, Johnson (1972)

describes, in torceful term;, the professional employed in Industry as work ing within

a system of patronage where his attitudes and professional behav lour are dominated by

the patron's (employer's) expectations and not those of the scient I fie community,

This view of scientists and engineers is widely held by social scientists and others

At present. More recently, established scientists are also describing the scientific

c,mmonity as far from objective and disinterested, e.g. the paper titled "Honesty in

Science" (Manwell And Baker, 1981).

The ts have had no noticeable impact on curricula because there has

teen k,nly -,por hit logo, between them and the academic scientists. Perhaps now the

I fitter are pub! h./ y .ic n,wledpiny, dint scientists are inclined to lie subjective and

' nterested' , like moot other people, there vi 1 I be some curriculum changes in reaction,

`lust recently, two manpower economists, Bosworth (1981) and Hunter (1981) , have

concluded that, when rec. ru i! ing many of their professional staff, employers use

tertiary courses i n Sc i en, . .n I
engineer ing as screens to se lect the proven learners

whom they intend to educat . They suggest that employers are more concerned

with the c lass of degree attained by the graduate and the reputation of the awarding

nst t et i on (partly based on their own experience with people connected with the

i nst i tut i on) than with the content of the course. This conclusion of the manpower

economists is consistent with the quotation from Buley above, and is probably based

on many similar statements by employer representatives. The manpower economists'

perception, with itt; support from the employers, ought to have an effect on science

and engineering curricula Again, the lack of any persistent contact between the

manpower economists and the majority of academic scientists to he the reason why

the former's ;,rce;,t. ion has been neglected in the design of most curricula.

Recent Graduates

The young graduate's perception of professional cork is arguably the most import-

ant of all in determining re tevance . Even if one claims that training should aim at

some ideal form of practice, the reality should he used to help identify the specific

items of the ideal. For exampl e, the academics and the managers present substantial!),

different, but stilt idealistic perceptions of professional chemistry. The opinions

of young graduates should help to determine whether or not an ideal based on chemical

principles and techniques is more relevant than one based on a range of problem -

solving and d,n. i s ion-mak ng skills and attitudes.

Sta tements from the academics, managers and other groups mentioned above are

frequent and often spontaneous. By comparison, statements from young graduates are

rare and require a prompt. (A few recent graduates retain an informal link with their

lecturers. They do so partly because they share the attitudes of those lecturers,

For that reason, they are unlikely to be typical of all graduates,) The only way that

the spectrum of opinions of a representative group of past graduates can be obtained

is by a survey. This has been done on several occasions; the conclusions seem to

depend to a considerable degree on the questions asked and the context. An outline of

the questions and conclusions from four different surveys will illustrate the import-

ance of the survey questions.

6)
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Kabos, Hackie r.ad Napper (1971) set out to obtain information about aspects of
chemistry relevant to employment that would assist in the design of chemistry courses
and help students to select from the options available. Their questionnaire asked
members of the R.A.C.I. which topics in chemistry they found relevant to their work
and in vl,ich broad area of chemistry they worked. Only two topics outside chemistry
were included, via. 'management science' and 'information processing'. 8 topics of
the 29 nominated were rated as not relevant by a majority; only 'quantum chemistry'
WAS rated of low relevance by all sub-groups of the respondents. Of the relevant
topics, 'chemistry of the environment and resources', 'management science' and
'information processing' were said Lo have been inadequately dealt with in their
undergraduate course by 90% of respondents, next in these terms were 'biological
hemistry' and 'polymer chemistry' (70% of respondents). After reading the results
and explanatory remarks one could reasonably conclude that the majority of respondents
were satisfied with most aspects of their undergraduate experience. The changes
suggested were in the nature of fringe additions to the core of chemistry rather than
subtractions. (Similar surveys by academics from other disciplines have yielded
virtually the same results and conclusions.)

Dunn, Kennedy and Bond (1980) sought information from established scientists and
recent grachlates on their perception of the development of scientific skills at the
undergraduate level. The skills, as stated, were not related to any scientific
discipline nor body of knowledge. The results were presented as scales of 'increasing
need for action' in undergraduate curricula. For the established scientists, this
scale WAS derived from questions asking how important each skill is for professional
work, he welliorquates possessed the skill and whether the skill should be deve-
loped he!, r--graduatior\or subsequently. For the recent graduates, the scale was
derived from questions asking whether the skills had been required so far and whether
the opportunity for development had been adequate during the undergraduate years. The
established scientists rated various communication skills highest on the need-for-
action scale with 'drawing conclusions from results', 'use of safe working procedures'
and planning, selecting and executing procedures within an investigation close behind.
On the other hand, the recent graduates rated 'directing/managing people', verbal
communication rnd experimental design skills highest. Overall, it was concluded that
there was A requirement for the conscious development of the broad range of communic-
ation and investigational skills in science curricula.

In another survey of scientists, Jones (1969) sought information on techniques
and subjects of use to industrial scientists, important and desirable attitudes for an
industrial scientist and observations about course design. The responses showed that
a variety of topics outside physical science were considered useful but were not
adequately dealt with in undergradua'.1e courses. Similarly, the courses were said to
be unsatisfactory in terms of expected at Overall, Jones concluded that
"there is clear evidence that a large body of professional scientists feel that the
graduates of (traditional undergraduate) courses are inadequately prepared for a
career in industry".

Paul (1970) carried out a comprehensive survey for the Committee of Enquiry into
the Relationship between University Courses in Chemistry and the Needs of Industry
(the Eaborn Committee) sponsored by the Royal Society and the Royal Institute of
Chemistry. Her results and conclusions were incorporated into 'The Eaborn Report'.
The survey consisted of group discussions, depth interviews, semi-structured inter-
views and postal questionnaires for each of recent chemistry graduates in industry,
supervisors of those graduates, persons in industry responsible for company policy
towards chemistry graduates, persons in industry responsible for selecting chemistry
graduates, final-year chemistry undergraduates, pre-doctoral chemistry research
students and university teachers of chemistry. The 200-page report covered, inter
alia, the industrialists' view of the merits of various first degree courses, the
qualifications and qualities industry looks for in chemistry graduates, the broadening
of university courses, sources of information about careers, contact between univers-
ities and industry, career values of chemistry graduates, job dissatisfactions of
chemists working in industry, and factors which influence graduates against taking up
employment in industry.
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Among the conclusions in Paul's report were the following statements:

"It seems likely that the confusion as to the aims and requirements of

university sad industry with regard to chemistry courses ... a sign

of woolly thinking among chemists about these problems (p 254)"

It is clear that there is a feeling ... both in universities and industry

that the general education of most chemistry students is inadequate (p 254)"

"vocational guidance ... is clearly both lacking and needed ,.. as the findings

on the amount of misinformation students had picked up about industrial con-

ditions show, there is a great deal of work to be done (p 256)"

and from the Fabotn Committee

our surveys show that a clear majority of the undergraduates, postgraduates,

and recent graduates now in industry, consider that their first-degree chemistry

courses involved 'too much learning of facts' ... (p 5)"

The tenor of Paul's report was that the present r,!ationship between univer sties

and industry was most unsatisfactory for the young ,..amists and there was a clear need

for both the universities and industry to
thoroughly examine their aims and methods of

dealing with these people.

The writer carried out a survey which indirectly approached the question of rel-

evance. Most of the significant questions were framed so that respondents could

describe their activities, skills and attitudes in terms consistent with their current

work. The description of professional work that emerged was compared with, inter alia,

undergraduate curricula. Direct questions about the relevance of the undergraduate

experience to work were avoided. However, in reply to the open-ended questions and at

the end of the interview many respondents spontaneously made comments that supported

the conclusions drawn from theforcedresponse questions.

In brief, physical scientists and engineers employed by several companies in the

mining and manufacturing industries
(excluding the .chemical industry) were sent a

questionnaire covering qualifications, various biographical details, their experience

in t",e different functions of industry,
their work activities, the skills they used

(scientific and other), and various aspects of their attitudes to their work and

colleagues. 645 replies (-30% of those contacted) were received. Later, 104 of those

respondents were Interviewed about the development of their skills and their attitudes

towards their colleagues. The respondents were employed in a wide range of industrial

functions; most were under 35 years of age.

Respondents rated activities to do with plans, proposals, or theories as the most

important; 'people' activities next and activities to do with machinery, apparatus

and materials as the least important out of five groups. Confidence in non-mathematical

skills of analysis and synthesis was highest, followed by problem-sol-,:,ag skills and

people-management skills. Confidence in the skills for working with apparatus, etc.

was low, and mathematical plus computing skills were the lowest of all by a substantial

margin. During the interviews, 83% of respondents said they acquired their best skills

through experience, 55% had also learnt them via formal education, but mainly in second

degree courses or short management courses. 59% said their weakest skills (usually

mathematical) were the result of lack of use. One conclusion is that there is a clear

disparity between the activities and skills these people learnt as undergraduates and

those they use as employees. The spontaneous comments tended to confirm this con-

clusion. (More extensive results have been reported elsewhere - Prosser, 1980.) One

overall impression gained from the responses was that many of the conclusions of Paul,

outlined above, were applicable to Australian graduates.
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Differences Between Groups of Graduates

The replies from the 64') scientists and engineers mentioned above were analysed
to Identify significant differences between groups. The groups were selected by
Initial discipline, age, present function, principal activities and overall confidence
in skills. More numerous, and sometimes greater, differences were noted when the
replies of the rspondents were grouped by Industrial function and age than when
grouped on ant other basis, such as initial discipline. The larger functional groups
were 'production', 'technical services', 'design' and 'senior nvinagement'; 'research
was a smaller group.

The most distinctive group was 'senior management', which was more involved than
any other group with resolving problems arising from controlling the work of other
people; the managers did not regard technical aspects of their worm as important.
They had a high level of confidence in the skills they required for their work but
admitted they were no better than average at the more technically-oriented skills.
Although they were nu different to other groups in their general level of job-
satisfaction, the causes were different more often they mentioned interactions with
people, corporate objectives and decision-making as sources of satisfaction or
frustration.

'Production' staff were the most involved with machinery,apparatus, etc.; they

were confident in the skills required for that work, but exceptionally low in their
confidence in the mathematical skills. Overall, their replies conveyed the impression
that they were in the process of abandoning their previous identity with technical
groups and adopting the managers as a reference group. The 'technical service' staff
- the most heterogeneous group had the lowest involvement with people. (There was
a suggestion from the interviews that some of them are in technical serviced rs a
refuge from extensive involvement with penile.) The; had the lowest level of con-
fidence in their skills overall, and were uncertain in their attitudes to colleagues.
The 'research' and 'design' groups were similar in that they were technically orien-
tated and hail little empathy with management.

Some of the differences between the scientists and the engineers, and between
the six age groups, arose from a correlation between those characteristics and
industrial function. (As examples, few people under 30 years of age were in 'senior
management.; engineers were more likely to be employed in production and design,
whereas scientists were more likely to be in research and technical services.) These

and other differences are to be presented in more detail elsewhere.

The more significant differences that were found among the functional groups than
the disciplinary groups suggests that scientists and engineers in industry undergo
processes of socialisation. They gradually change their values and attitudes as their
work environment changes. They leave tertiary educati ,. arding themselves as

chemists or electrical engineers or metallurgists, b.,: ,1 a few years their ref-
erence groups change to 'technical expert' or 'mana.- the age of 30 years, it
seems that a chemist in technical services will have :. common with a design
engineer than with another chemist who is a production ..,pervisor. One may presume
that a graduate's response to questions about professional training is influenced by
the substantial change In values that may occur during employment.

Impact of Graduate Surveys

One important characteristic of surveys, not noted before in the context of who
decides about vocational relevance and.how, is that the person who has conducted the
survey Is usually much influenced by the responses, particularly if interviews are
included. Others, who see only condensed summaries of the results and do not have the
opportunity to discuss them in detail with the investigator may be hardly affected at
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all. hit ormal reaction from these people is sometimes to distort or discredit the
finding, by statements of the type 'Aid not mean that really' and 'must have come from

a cynical group'. The committees that commissioned some of the surveys are inclined

t eac t be t Worn t h e -.0 X t . 111..y t !ime of the f ntl I Ilg! and '''.c(1(11111(.11(1

change!; Accordingly. However, they ometimes reject other findings with ,itatemnts

like 'we are not convinced by the evidence'.

Science Teachers in High Schools

The discussion elsewhere in this per is concerned with scientists employed in

industry ur in government agencies such as the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial

Research Organisation (CSIR0). Although the professional employment of scientists as
high school teachers is substantially different, the same sort of analysis can be

pursued. Briefly, the perceptions of high school teaching held by principals and
inspectors (the equivalent of the managers), and young teachers, are no less valid
than those of acadet..'c scientists and educators in determining what is vocationally

relevant.

High School and Undergraduate Students

The perceptions of students contemplating entering a science course or already

in one have a special validity. First, those perceptions are, presumably the basis
for the decision to embark on a career in that science. Second, changes in per-

ception as the student progrecces are one indication of the effect of the total
undergraduate experience intentional or not. As indicated above, Paul (1970) con-
cluded that some misconceptions about work in industry appeared in the minds of
undergraduate students which were removed only when they entered industry.

CRITERIA

The majority of students studying science expect to be employed as scientists;

their teachers share this expectation, and so does the community at large. Notwith-

standing other broad aims that may be adopted for science courses, there is usually

one aim which is consistent with that expectation. The achievement of that particular

aim is the justification for seeking criteria by which relevance to employment can be

determined. Other aims may exist, leading to different and, perhaps, conflicting

criteria. On!), those criteria related to employment are developed here.

The nature of the information from various sources about the relevance of science

curricula to employment has been described above. In principle, this information

should enable one to establish criteria with which to evaluate the relevance of

courses and specific topics. The main obstacle to establishing such criteria is the

lack of agreement on which description of professional work should be used as the

basis. Options for this basis include:-

1. A statement of the principles and techniques required by a scientist in one or

more idealistic, but unspecified forms of professional work. Sometimes the

principles and techniques specified are limited to those belonging to the

scientific discipline (the basis preferred by most academics); other times

they include principles from management, economics and communication as well as

science (the basis suggested by some surveys of graduates).

2. A statement of the skills and attitudes, with knowledge as a subsidiary require-

67
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nest, that the ideal employed chemist is expected to use In solving problems
and working with people (the basis preferred by the managers).

4. A statement of the knowledge, skills and attitudes actually developed and used
by the employed chemist (the basis derived from other surveys of graduates).

Note that these base diner in more than ,HO dimension, i.e. in terms of the
diversity of the principles, the importance attached to skills and attitudes compared
with knowledge, and the preference tor ideality or reality.

One aspect of the problem of reaching agreement is illustrated by what some
academics imply are the requiremants of people in industry. It is implied that
industrialists want descriptions of production processes included in chemistry
conrscs. As examples, the shorn Committee (1970) wrote:-

"Suggestions are made from time to time that all chemistry degree courses should
include instruction In industrial chemistry. We do not consider It either
essential or desirable that this subject should he forced upon every student ...
At the sacie time, reference to modern industrial processes should he used in the
ordinary courses to illustrate theories and generalizations of chemistry,
because a student cannot be considered educated as a chemist if he is not made
aware of the range of practical facts and concepts. We also suspect that
appropriate choice of examples of commercial applications will increase the
interest of the couriie for many students, and that more good students will be
stimulated togive thought to the challenge offered by industrial problems. In

this connection a responsibility falls on industry to provide up-to-date inform-
ation 1,11 HOW processos. (P

Holliday (1972) wrote:-

"Thirty or more years ago most honours degree courses in chemistry ... did have
an applied content. I myself learned quite a lot about certain industrial
processes; mostly about the relevant chemistry, but also about the economics of
the processes ... All these processes are long since dead and gone ... Not

surprisingly therefore, courses of this kind have long since been squeezed out
of special honours degree syllabuses ... Courses wlich show more promise are
those such as the one in industrial studies at Liverpool ... The difficulty
here is one of level. The honours student whose mind has been stretched by the
rigours of statistical thermodynamics of modern stereochemistry finds it hard to
adapt to an industrial case-study or tc elementary economics. (p 75)"

and Jevons (1969) wrote:-

"The fit between education and career is rarely close and often barely
detectable. This is a matter ... of largely unalterable principle ... education
cannot achieve anything more than a very imperfect match with ... what employers
think they demand. Job contents are too many, too varied and too unpredictable,
and to a greater extent they are unteachable anyway. the educational system
could not, in any case, tailor -make courses for all functions in industries.

Take as an example to illustrate the issues involved, a hypothetical but not
unrealistic proposal to institute a course of studies at a university in 'X
science' or 'X technology', where X is some product for which there is sub-
stantial demand. ... The argument against the proposal is not that the subject-
matter would be iti...ellectually unworthy. There are doubtless plenty of worth-
while problems in ... X industry ... where new answers could make real improve-
ments lut it is this very fact - the prospect of technological progress -
which holds the danger. ... Some new process may make the existing one
obsolete or product Y may oust X altogether. Than the prospects for scientists
in the X industry are dim ... (pp 133-6)"

In all the written statements and the formal and informal spoken comments of
industrialists, the writer has never noticed the suggestion that a course, or even a
subject, in 'the processes of X-technology' be established in a university. One

.aspects that the statements hove, made by leading academic chemists, have their
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origins either in history (as indicated by Holliday) or in the minds of the academics

themselves. Me implied 'demand' of employers is a gross distortion of their response

to calls for aistission and co-operation in planning tertiary education, cf. Buley's

statement qu,,ted above.

CONSEQUENCES OF A CHANGE IN PERCEPTION

The precediny, sections have described how academics design a curriculum without

tal,-ing Into account views on relevance other than their own. The main reason is that

they do not experience the other perceptions in a persistent and telling manner. The

author has been persuaded to take into account other perceptions as a result of con-

ducting the survey described above. The consequential chang,ts that have been made to

A cur:icolum, within the scope allowed to an individual, are as follows.

ion drawn from (i) the survey, (ii) the published statements of

7).aa wets', oil i
nnirwrons discussions held with people responsible for the work

of professionals is that:-

development of skills in analysing complex problems, selecting appropriate

principles and data to solve them, and presenting the results in a convincing

way is a more valid curriculum aim than the acquisition of up-to-date,

sophisticated, principles and techniques of a particular scientific discipline.

Following from this conclusion, the curriculum has been modified to the students

to concentrate on problem-solving and technical decision-making. Each problem has a

substantial element of unfamiliarity, for the students. It is most noticeable that

when students first encounter the 'new' type of curriculum they have much difficulty

in analysts and formulation, even when the technical content is familiar to them.

Some of the techniques have been reported elsewhere (Prosser, 1975, 1980).

There is no deficiency of intellectual challenge In a problem-solving curriculum

- most students find it more demanding of their time and ability, but most recognise

it as more worthwhile. The whole approach seems to be more consistent with the

notion of education less time is spent on reciting and recording factual and theor-

etical matter; these are obtained from liooks or duplicated notes. The time saved

for the students is spent on them developing or using the knowledge. As the problem-

solving curriculum is more consistent with the expectations of the 'managers' the

'fit between education and career' is much better than Jevons thought possible.

A further development has been to question the validity of the divisions that

academics traditionally make in the curricula, e.g. organic, inorganic, and phy. .

chemistry. It seems every discipline in physical sci,:7e and engineering has

divisions. Regardless of how academic scientists choose to divide their cecearca

activities and departments - which often do not coincide with the divisions made by

.ether research organisations there seems to be a prima facie case for some op':ions

in science curricula to be related to the functions of scientists in industry and

other major types of employment, e.g. research, technical services, production

supervision, and high school teaching. The differences between these curriculum options

would be in the tasks set, if problem-solving and technical decision-making were the

primary activities, and the diversity of the principles used. The principles would be

mainly up-to-date, sophisticated and scientific in the resee option, but would be

spread over a broad spectrum, beyond the bounds of physical ,ce, in the ',roclaition

supervision option. The science education course, in whit. rats stud' con-

currently for B.Sc. and Dip. Ed., is a step towards the voc - oriented e,-;cse,

Major c,-.rici)im developments, such as those described here, will only become

widespread rerusentatives of the various groups with valid perceptions meet

together regularly for a sustained and frank exchange of vie-,5. The necessary mutual

understanding between the groups has not been achieved by making speeches and writing

papers that defend one particular perception.

6S
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ABSTRACT
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Althou4h universities Arc presumably intended to promte special environments

whi h tacilitate until recently there have been relatively tew systematic

ot th, characteristics of those' environments. Typically universities

u--ti deL.. r ih,.d itt iris,' cat ijs such a,-; their enrolment I igure,

: n r , it pc: as- .,t .,rad:Atte :itndents, research productivity of

tat t et c. ntl`r t t HII.1 I t hen been conducted using these

ate..,,: An.; tloit ,it ,,A"; h.'., H.011 LATIA y;:tCi Bi All, 97); Richards

el Al,

sueh torral cateories aro iiidoubtodly use t.,11 And have led to significant

7.-.earcti findings, they can hardly be considered sufficient for understanding the

no-r ot a particular institution. Intuitively it seems even more important

Ai over how tin, environment of a university is perceived by its consumers the

.0 !hat in,:tituti,u. iii.' pioneering work was done by Pace and Stern (1958),

wh.L asked :t n.ient whet he r particular statements abnut teachers and students were true

their celle,,,e. his genezal approach be criticised for not necessarily

iii, an a.:curate account of university life, but it does allow students to

rib, that life as they see it, and this description is true for them no matter

how It Appears to other people. As Rogers (19(5) puts it, "The organism reacts to

the tield i it is experienced and perceived. This perceptual field is, for the

It can he argued that so-called 'objective measures

:eAlly the par'Rular investigator's own subjective perceptions. They do net

necessaril% ',present ti' reality to which the individual responds. Viewed in this

liht ,A/0,(iVitV involved in a measure of environment is an advantage, not a

list of the early studies Investigating college environments have u,ed the total

col lee the environmental unit (Astin and Panos, 1969; Richards and Jones, 1970).

Yet the limited work reported indicates that subgroups of students at the same

university m.iy perceive the college environment differently. Blach and white students

AI int,Y.rated campuses tend to have different perceptions of university climate

liledeard and Brown, 1969; Pfeifer and Schneider, 1974; Willie and Levy, 1972), while

MA'.' have different experiences at college than females (Field and Schoenfeldt,

However, most research has centred on the contention that students studying

diftereni courses may have different perceptions of the university. Gaff et al (1974)

found considerable differences between Dutch students in four university departments

on most of the dimensions of educational environment that they examined. Surveys of

university students' and teachers' perceptions of the purposes and processes of

tertiary education in the United States have also demonstrated consistent differences

accordinv, to the major courses in which both groups are involved (Morstain, 1973;

'tank And !,1,rstain, 1978; Wilson it al, 1975). Stark and Morstain argued that results

itt ;n,11 research may become more meaningful if concentration is placed on program areas

within institutions. Nalzizer et al (1975), in their study of students' satisfaction

with college, considered that the students' major fields should be the unit of analysis

AS majors represent the immediate environment composed of people and activities with

which the students are in daily contact, This view is also supported by Weidman (19791,

whose research demonstrated the importance of the contribution of academic departments

to the non-intellective socialisation of undergraduates. However, Braskamp et al (1979),

in a study of the degree of undergraduate and gladuate satisfaction with their major

department, found field of study to be unrelated to satisfaction. Thus one aim of this

research is to further e:.;amine interdiscipl inary differences in student satisfaction.

r, date there have born few attempts to investigate directly the link 1.etween

personality and satisfaction with university. Yet, if the academic environments in the

various faculties are sufficiently different, it may well be that the type of person

who is at home in one faculty may not he happy in another. This contention is

supported by work which suggests that different faculties attract students with

different attributes (Hansford and Olphert,1979; Katz and rleming, 1971) and that

different cognitive styles are differentially adaptive in \rts and Science faculties

(Ilings, 1970a, 1970b; Cropley, 1967; Hudson, 1968). It is argued that the task of the

science student is largely one of building upon the highly st,.uctured subject material

with which he is familiar from his school days. On the other hand, the Arts student

is much more likely to be faced with relatively unfamiliar material often lacking the

readily identifiable structure of Science subjects. The tasks required of the Arts

r7,,
k3
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-;tudent are directly contrary to the 'closed system' thinking which is oaten
appropriate tor the science student. We might predict that an inflexible dogmatic

,1.1Tent would he more suited to a Science rather than an Arts course. Higgs (1970b)

indeed find that ,,eience stn'ents scered significantly higher on dogmatism than
lid Arts students and also that Ir Arts males d significant negative eerrvlation

htween dogmatism And performance was obtained. Additional support is provided by

01 al., who found that :student satisfaction was a function of the congruency

between students' personality fypes and college environment, analysed by major field.

1111 paper examines dittetent aspects of students' perceptions of the University

ot New rngland. File university is situated at ArmidalL, a cathedral city with a
pulation eceeding 20,000 people, on the north-eastern palteau of New South Wales.

In 19/h the number of internal enrolments had risen to 2,566 full-time bachelor degree

.;tudnts and :I 1 postgraduate. The university offers traditional courses in the

tacult les ot Arts, Science, Edfleat inn and Economic Studies. It tends to attract a high

proportion ot its students From other than the capital cities. 9any of these students

enrol in the Faculty of Rural Science or the School of Natural Resources. The latter

Hi"idcs C.ur-Year undergraduate program leading to the degree of Bachelor of
fditutal Sesdurces, a professional course in the science and technology of natural

resources manageNwnt. A major feature of Leaching is claimed to be the opportunity
.itudents for close contact with members of staff, made possible by the

,.-derare dla,s si.:es and the highly residential nature of the university.

Earlier research at this institution showed significant differences in dogmatism
Among students enrolled In different faculties. However, it was Rural Science rather
than Science students who tended to he the most dogmatic, while Arts students were the

last so (Katz it al, 19651. Farther, a comparison of dogmatism scores for students

in their second Year with their scores 011 the same test when entering tertiary study
showed that there was a general lowering of scores and thus a general decline in

dogmatism. however, Rural Science students did not conform to this pattern. This

trend WA, contirmed in these students' third year of study. It appears that an

intlexible, dogmat'c person is likely to be more attracted to the Rural Science Faculty
And that during the course he may well become even more dogmatic. It is reasonable to

hvpothesi:x that in the Faculty of Rural Science dogmatism will lie positively related
to satisfaction with tin academic life. It is important to note that the School of
Natural Resources, which may well attract students similar to those enrolled in the

Facult of Rural Science, hid not begun at the time of the Katz et al study.

It is with these Austral ion students' attitudes to their university, then, that

this study it; primarily concerned. How satisfied were these undergraduate students

with life at Armidale and at the University of New England? Were there faculty

differences in their attitudes? Were the personalities of Lhe students related to

their level of satisfaction with the university? Were these students of different

personality tvpes more suited to one faculty than another? Thus this research was
desizaed to provide a cross-cul tural conceptual replication of the research in the
United States which has sigi.gted value of using the students' major field as the

unit of analysis when their ,cademtc )environments are being analysed.

munioD

A battery ol inyentoriet: wit; distributed by mail during second term of 1976 to

every third internal undergraduate student on the university tiles at Lhat time.

Usable replies were received from 562 students (311 male, 2S1 female). This represents

an effective response rate of 60 per cent fairly .satisfactory for this kind of

Approach. Anonymity was assured as no name or code number was required on the response

..arm. fhe instruments were an Attitude to University Life Questionnaire and the New
:ngland Personality Inventory (Fitzeraid And Cole, 1976) which measures Lhe variables

atotot ism, extraversion, and flexibility. In another paper the present author

;od.sents evidence of the reliability :nut validity of this personality inventory (Watkins

And Hattie, 1951). nlo items incInded in the attitude questionnaire were based partly

the re porn -, of withdrawing students to open-ended questions about their perceptions

7,1
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the university Iq/i 1 and di: a s :,ions witl, otlnu University of New England

,oudents and academics.

(!;i ti 197'1 used lo t; 'tor analyse the Attitude to
Hi I i t t' ''. And a in I ACI,,r scores. The procedure of Cooley

aud ! ohlies tIS ;1) W.Iti t nnIIIvari.,te analysis of variance al these factor

scores.

RESULTS

Student Ratings of Importance of Life Areas in Armidale

ihe students rated how important hues considered various areas of their life in

Armidale, ',sin)) six-point Likert scales which ranged from 0 (not important) to 5 (very

important). mean responses are shown in Table 1.

ft ap;ear, that the basic security needs - for accommodation, health, and finance -

we're considered important by students. Recreation and psychological adjustment

were also rated as very important.

Student Ratings of Satisfaction with Life Areas in Armidalt.

The students were asked to rate their over-all satisfaction with life in

Armidale using a six-point scale ranging from 0 (very dissatisfied) to 5 (very

satisfied). They seemed to be generally fairly satisfied with life in Armidale (mean

rating = 1.37). Only 53 students (about 9.87)1) claimed dissatisfaction. Statistical

tests indicated that there was no significant difference between the sexes with respect

ra their satisfaction with their life in Armidale.

The students' satisfaction ratings of particular areas of life in Armidale are

shown in Table 1. Finance, which the students had earlier rated as being quite an

important part of their lives, is clearly a source of dissatisfaction for many of the

sample. However, further analysis indicated that dissatisfaction with the financial

area it t lire did not contribute significantly Co the average student's satisfaction

with either Armidale or the university itself.

Student Ratings of Importance of Life Areas at University of New England

The students were asked to rate, again using a six-point scale, how important they

considered various areas of their lives as tertiary level students. The results are

shown in Table 2. Thc students rated course content, assessment methods, their fellow

students, and the teaching stall to be the most important aspects of their lives at

university.

Student Ratings of Satisfaction with Life Areas at University of New England

The students were asked to rate, using a six-point scale, their over -all

satisfaction with university life. The mean satisfaction rating was 3.50, indicating

7 5
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thor the majority of students was fairly satisfied. bissatistaction was claimed by

70 (l2-5':.) of the respondents, There was a fairly high correlation (0.67) between the
,:tudents. over-all ratings of satisfaction with life in Armidale and with life at

univer!;itv. Althmuth the relationship between these two variables is quite high, the
students could apparently distinguish between the university and city areas of their

lives. No significant sex difference was found between the mean ratings of over-all
satisfaction with university life.

The students' mean satisfaction ratings with various aspects of university life
Are shown in Table 2. The respondents obviously tended to be very satisfied with their

fellow students grid to display mild satisfaction with other aspects. Assessment methods

And tutorials were the main areas of dissatisfaction.

TABLE 1: Rating,; of importance and Satisfaction of Life Areas in Armidale

Lilo Areas
Mean Ratings

SatisfactionImportance

Accommodation 4.11 3.71

finauce 3.97 2.63

lransport 3.06 3.62

Health 4.35 4.14

Recreation 3.96 3.83

Entertainment 3.58 3.45

Social life 3.72 3.61

Sexual adjustment 3.59 3.70

Psychological adjustment 3.97 3.76

TABLE 2: Importance and Satisfaction Ratings o' Life Areas

at University of New England

Life areas
Mean Ratings

SatisfactionImportance

Administration 2.75 3.02

Teaching staff 3.98 3.30

Fellow students 4.16 3.85

Lectures 3.57 3.10

Tutorials 3.67 2.96

Course content 4.34 3.16

Assessment methods 4.22 2.78

Union facilities 3.24 3.42

Social activities on campus 3.14 3.14

Factor Analysis of Attitude to University Life Questionnaire

The 38 variables contained in the Attitude to University Questionnaire were
subjected to a principal axis factor analysis (1) followed by the normalised Varimax

pr.edure. Using Cattell's scree test, four factors were retained. These factors

dccounted for 17.1 per cent of the variance.

The interpretation of these factors appears straightforward. Satisfaction with
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university life has been split into lwo faclot!L Factors I (1.2)- of variance) and If

(ti-W;) refer to satisfaction with and importance of social aspects of tertiary life,

respectively. Factors III (9.5) and IV (7.2Z) refer, respectively, to the satisfaction

with And importune of academic aspects of university life. A factor score was

calculated for each subject for each of these tour factors. The internal consistency

of the items constituting these (actor:; was satisfactory, a being of the order of 0.75

in each case.

Multivariate Analysis of Factor Scores by Faculty

A multivariate analysis of variance was then conducted on these four sets of factor

scores, with faculty as the independent variable. The results are shown in Table 3.

The value of '7ilks' .ambda was 0.94, while the over-all F(16,1683) for centrold

discriuinition was 2.09, (E ,f.; 01). Thus it is clear that there was a definite

dttfer,.nce in the attitudes of students in at least some of the different faculties

towicr1s the academic and social aspects of their university life. The data suggest

that differences in attitudes to academic life largely produced this result.

FABLE 1: Univariate Analysis of Factor Scores by Faculty

Variable F4,554
p

Satisfaction with social life 185 NS*

Importance of social life 1.50 NS*

Satisfaction with academic life 1.98 NS*

Importance of academic life 3.01 .01

* NS indicates F value is not significant at 05 level.

The Scheffe multiple-comparison test indicated that significant differences

(E 05) were found between the following pairs of faculties: for satisfaction with

academic life between Arts and Science; Science and Rural Science; Science and Economic

Studies and for importance of academic life between Arts and Science. Examination of

the mean satisfaction scores for each of the faculties indicated that Science students

were considerably less sazIsfied with academic life than were Arts, Rural Science, and

Economics students. Science students also considered academic aspects of college life

to be less important than did Arts students.

Academic Attitudes by Faculty

Differences in the academic environments of the various faculties were investigated

by comparing their students' irnortance and satisfaction ratings of the academic aspects

included in this study. The results are shown in Table 4.

The Scheffe multiple comparison test indicated significant (p 05) differences

In some academic aspects between the following pairs of faculties: for importance of

lectures between Arts and Science; Arts and Rural Science; Arts and Economics; Rural

Science and Natural Resources; for importance of tutorials between Arts and Science;

Arts and Natural Resources; Science and Rural Science; Science and Economics; Rural

Science and Natural Resources; Economics and Natural Resources; for importance of

assessment methods between Arts and Science; Arts and Economics; Science and Rural

Science; Science and Economics; for satisfaction with tutorials between Arts and Science;

Science and Rural Science; Science and Economics; for satisfaction with course content

1.1
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between Arts And Rural Science; Arts and Natural Resouree';: Eclence and Rural .1cience;
Rural .science and Econoies; for satisfaction with assessment methods between Arts and
:Icience; f1cieeLe and Rural Science; Science and Economics.

[MME 4: of Variance of Academic

Academic areas

Attitudes h Faculty

p

Importance of teaching statf 1.63 NS*
ImportAnce of le( tures 6.11 -001

Importance of tutorial!: 12.50 001
Importance of course content 1.50 NS*
Importance of assessment methods 001
Satistaction with teaching, staff 0.77 NS*
'1Atistaction with lectures 138 NS*
.:at 1-.t.i. t ion with tutorials .'. 16 01
:latistaction with course content 5.99 001
.1ati,faction with assessment methods 5.63 .001

V.11,1,' is not sisulificant at 01, level

TABLE Analsis of variance of Personality Variables by Faculty

Personality

Extraversion
Flexibility
Neuroticism

F
4,5)4

413
0.68
2.'32

p

01

05

*NS indicates F value was not significant at. 05 level.

Examination of the means of the students' ratings for each of the faculties
indicated the foil 'wing: Arts students considered lectures to be less important than
did student:, in other faculties; Science and Natural Resources students felt tutorials
to be less ortant than did other students; Science students were the least concerned
with their A.ssment methods although assessment was still rated by them to be quite
imp,.rtant fence students were the least satisfied with both tutorials and assessment
methods about lhalf the Science students being dissatisfied with them; Rural Science
students were rather dissatisfied with course content far more than were other
students. Some implications of these findings are discussed later.

Faculty Differences in Personalities

Students in different faculties were compared with respect to neuroticism,
extraversion, and flexibility by means of multivariate analysis of variance. The
results are shown in Table 5. Else value of Wilks' lambda was 0.95 while the over-all
E(12,1'.60) for centroid discrimination was 2.39 (L < 01). Therefore a significant
multivariAte difference in these personality variables was found between the faculties.
Extraversion apparently largely accounted for this finding. The Scheff6 multiple-
comparison test showed that significant differences (p < 05) in extraversion were
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or -;cer... rept i at t it ude!: to un ivers Ly Iiic. The results are shown in
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and he more sat i ied with the ir i al lite than d id introverted students.
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Soc i ii Academic ,\r;idet,i c

importance sat isf ac Lion importance

11A.

-.07 .07

-.13A .01

.07 -.05

C.,r re 1 at ions Betwee, f rs.qta 1 itv Variables and

Aeidemic Sat isfact ion I- Faculty

Art i cnce'
Rura I
SCienCe

ErolloMi
Natural
Resources

c N=211 ) ,:N=1121 (N=41) (N=104) (N= 34)

.>.: t rave rsi on -.09 - .06 -. 12* .09 .06

ilex i hi I; t 7 -.1l -.02 -.27* --14 -.48

Neurot_ici,, .05 .28* .03 .431'

.01

ist than more ri g id student s (per)taps re t let' t ing Cho highly organised soc is!

act ivit Os at tit is universi ty which the more f lex ible students may find restrictive)

Neurot ik ism wa:: si gn if Leant I y ne;tatively correlated with satisfaction with university

so.'ial life, ind icdt in:: that, pred i c tab ly , the less stable, more anxious student was

t i n less able to enjoy his hoc ial activities titan his better adjusted peer. None of

t he personal i sir i a b is was s ign if leant 1 y related to the importance attached to the

academ I, s ide of co 1 !e,te lite. The correlations between these var tables and

itt tt-j ion with academie lite were al so very low when the total student sample was

cons i de red . IL,weve r, an interesting picture was indicated when these data were analysed

!acid t V. This is shown in Table 7.
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Netitot ic ism and i I exil, i I ty e both i; ign I I (cant ly ( p 4, th ) positively

et re lit ed with academi c ;at i tact ion for Rural Science and Natural Resources students.

leis i t appears that the more anxious , dasiniat i :student vas more sit 1st led with these

CONCLUSIONS

It is clear that the majority of these students was satisfied with their life both

in Armidale and at the University of New England. However, there was evidence of major

dittrences in the attitudes of students in different faculties to academic aspects of

eollege life the :;CillICO students heing considerably less satisfied with their academic
environment (particularly tutorials and assessment methods) than Arts, Rural Science,

and Economics students. Thin; may be partly due to (or the cause of?) the high failure

rate amoist Science students at this University.

Rural :icience students were far more dissatisfied with the content of their courses

than other students. E arlier research has suggested that Rural Science students often

telt their courses to be too theoretically oriented whereas they were more interested
in practical applications of scientific principles (Watkins, 1977).

';!,1,10et,; in vAriow; iaculties also otten showed differences in the importance they

placed on the facets of their academic life. This may well be a reflection of the

ditterent academic tasks they are lacing (e.g. tutorials are important in Arts rather

than in science- based courses). Multivariate analysis showed that there were
.personality differences among students in different faculties - Rural Science and
',atural Resources students being significantly more introverted than other students.
Jirther analysis suggested that the more neurotic, inflexible student was more satisfied

w ili these faculties. This finding is consistent with that reported by Katz et al,

wlise research further indicated that Rural Science students are likely to become more

(hlittnatic as they progressed through their course.

It is true that the detailed results of this study may not be generalizable beyond

dais particular Australian university. However, this research does support, from

a d\
oss- cultural perspective, the claims of Stark and Morstain (1978) and of Naiziger

et aix,(1975) that different academic environments may be experienced by students in

differells faculties at the same university, and that students of different personality
types may\be attracted to and satisfied by these different environments.

Whether\these considerations could or should be taken into account by university

selection curlmittees is a debatable point beyond the scope of this article. Yet these

factors slibui/d not be overlooked by counsellors or researchers if they wish to

understand the environment to which the college student is trying to adapt (even though

the size of the correlations indicates that the degrees of relationships involved are

not sufficient for diagnostic purposes). This seems to be particularly important, as

reviews of studies of student withdrawal in America have indicated the influence of the

students' integration into the academic and social aspects of college life on their

decision to persist or withdraw from their course (Vantages and Creedon, 1978; Tinto,

1975), This finding is supported in the Australian context by a recent major study by

Williams (1982). The latter study, which involved students from fifteen Australian

universities, showed that students who later withdrew from their courses had less
positive perceptions of and were less satisfied with their university experiences than

those who persisted with their studies. Moreover, recent research in the United Kingdom

(Ramsden, 1979), since replicated in Australia (Watkins, 1982), has demonstrated that

students' perceptions of their tertiary learning environment influence their approach

to study and then- the quality of their learning.
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of year, first year Ai-hitecture at the University of f.ydney

have leen in :o-..:::r ty projectoi, in which they have 'feet responsible both for

,h, ,!.siruction of buildings and recreation areas. They have had the

wl.th client, such as the Education Department or a

.L wboh has r,,,ib the iii]ect, gain experience in seeing the

rots toy' 'lv iu 1,0)ect, not had to contribute their individilal

but had , h.A:h r, :unction .15 .1 merle: Ot a design and construction team..

.Fr.m :ne very Lioj?et it was (siert! t, the lecturer in charge that the students

we,- 11:-;:eiarea :o: a team-wor'e aipr.b-: and la, sought the cooperation of the

nj re tie belinb students develop the cc:sent:al inter-rersonal and

the was t.. help students, used to a competitive

situation wher- irdividual ea:ellence sot; rewarded, to arrive at a consersus by which

iesi4n was to which all felt committed, rather than to chose the "best"

:cb submitte.: by one or their number, The latter solution could or expected to

ilva:: and ,-,mietiiion rather than a harmonious working relationship necessary

ha the ,,C,i1,tion of the practical construction exercise,

commonly used in human relations p-oui's, the

being on the conciq't of communication skills. Issues of trust and

0i,q1110!,!: w,ro ,Yi 1,c,d and the method adopted was to set students a practical exercise

I!, reach rig ionsensus. they worked on this exercise they wet, videotaped and

the videotape was later- used to illustrate the effects cf their behlviours, By this

moans such issues as dominance, withdrawal and resentment were hi,;htighted and their

effects explored.

For exami.le, the mcst dominant persob :T1 one group learned that although some of

the others admired his forcefulness and ecnfidency, the: al:'' res rated his tendency to

14nore their clinions, and some of them, ,n particular, he) unwil.iing to cooperate

with him. The effects of such feelings on their stoking ee'ationships and their

,:apacity to bring the project to a successful con,A. _ion we: t'to.. s.xami.ed.

The nature ,f the practical projects and the nature of the counsellor's contri-

C..ition evolved over the y.,,rs. Initially the cc _:.nellor was not invited to participate

until the students had begun their individual dei:igns. The time of involvement was
..iuickly changed to allow the counsellor to work with the students from the outset so

that the destructive developme:.t of rivalry and competition was forestalled. In the

first few projects only a volunteer group of about fifteen students participated.

toter an attempt was trade to give all first yenr students the opportunity to partici-

;ate, In this case the numhert, (about HO) were too great for one counsellor to cope

with and a model was developed whereby eacn student group allocated particular

responsibilities to each member, no n.ember of each group was allocated the responsi-

bility of being the group facilitator whose responsibility was to help other members

work together as a team. All cnese facilitators met with the counsellor who provided

rcth training and support.

As one would expect, the effectiveness of the student facilitators was variable.

However, the model adopted, in which one professional person, by working through

others, can have sous impact on the communication of about 80 persons, is a model

worthy of attention. Here the counsellor has a teachin role, though the mode of

teaching is ,uteily exporietial rather than didactic.

EV ALFA. TI

A de :eloping program of consultation such as that outlined rarely has a true

evaluati,n ,tomionent built in to it. That was true in this case also. Nevertheless,

some information is available which can be used to evaluate the effectiveness of the

consultation. This information is derived from tree sources - from the student

partic.ilants, from non-involved staff members and from academic performance.
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the vet). ..tst timt.: of counsellor involvement, students reported to their

.1;.1!- they had found the communication:: exercises of value to them, particularly

heli 'h,7 ,jaln confidence in their ab_ ity to work with others - and ultimately

....I'd I:en: memn,rs noted that curq-Ared with students in previous years,
students were .jenerally less defensive about putting forward their

1 teas thd i,rterthy cohstructIve cri::ctsm of each other's work. Levels c. student

...onriden.:e and iti.--,-, were al' judged to have increased, while

rt,vemen's in starr-studer:t interaction had also been noted.

These develv'ift.,onts are all desirable in their c%smi right and would provide justifi-

,:1, :or the :hlusion of the communications component. However, they did not
vlie ahy evI,Ience that the counsellor's involvement had any effect on the quality of

s:ufr.' pe,fr:dance. Eventually, some information on this issue did become available.

r on of; -h the counsellor worked with the first year students,

all ci e.r.. Involved In wrking en school playground projects. There were several

pro;ects, each invcIvn:: tcots of about fifteen students. For various reasons

.:hanges in resichsil tlity for the first year program, only one group was
-,dved , ,-emmunication cool-orient, this group working with a counsellor in the same

.,sher as :d I revious years. At the :ompleti h of their projects each student had to

rirlt e veil bock outlining the h.t.ure of the design problem and the

:
',T1:e:1 the ti,tuderts' vodik had been graded it was noted that all

leen is the group with the communications component were graded at the
1. Moreover, the persons responsible for their grading were not the

et sons supervisihy this particular group and, therefore, had no bias in their favour.

Academic staff cormented on the quality of the design solutions achieved
cu..t also commented that the group were so much more aware of how to go about achieving

a gatisfactory solution.

The important message to be learned from the series of experiences outlined in

time taper is that there is more to the learning experience than the provision of

shlject matter. Emphases in tertiary teaching are too often placed exclusively on the
natule and challte'.. of the academic content. Too little attention is paid to the

ptecess of lea- .11.. ar to the factors which facilitate the learning process for the

student. cur a::Ierience with Architecture students has demonstrated that by helping

them to he mote iware of personal and inter-personal issues the quality of the work is
ehhanced while the learning experience proves to be more satisfying.

,aver, it is not sufficient for counsellors to work with students alone, for
leot.,rers and tutors are important person:, in the day to day interaction with student

,hey t c need to understand the communication isstes which have been explored
1..o...een students and tounsellor. Therefore, future developments of such programs

shculrd iuovide for academic staff to participate. By so doing it should be possible

tc. achieve a situation in wh12h many staff nembers become competent to conduct similar

nrograms for students while counsellors fili a purely consultative role. By this leans

staff resources can have maximum, coverage and if the counsellor is effective in a
te,vhing role, there should be no loss in effectiveness of the program.

terr ;i:'h a development could be expected to enhance the quality of

f dteracth-h within the university.
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Review Articles

The Journal of Tertiary Education Administration:
The First Thousand Days

aneh t , espec 1.1 1 1 y one concerned with an area in which there
: ly I itt Ie .,cholirly act rvity, calls for considerable nerve at the best

rmy hot when tliat .rice is the :id:it:an:it r.rt ion of higher educat ion institutions,
whit s c.rl Cll for is not 15re nerve, but good old-fashioned cheek as well.

:Olen t Journal of tertiary I :duestional Administration was f mooted the
, r, i. . Cr: !alight er, but t he editors have shown in no uncertain manner that

indeed a for a quality periodical in the field.

qtr. its tountlers were Ite 1 red con.;ider ably by the Kul logg Foundation funds
,11.i:Int I I t hroiirt Institute of fiducat lona 1 Administration atUn Anil. like nan other areas of development in the theory

ind print ;._ o t ort 1.1 ry education Kellogg funding provide,! the priming funds to "get
rot 1 i01'

: :ippeit red October 19;k and it ha:; uppcared six-monthly since
t t Or till; I Art w;i: oint five issues - V01.1,

'.1 1.01.3, No. , lity 1981: hence my rt.lerctice in the title
t h r l r t t 11,11 ..1111 ..

ry r ii t issue Col in Plowman, i'ree,i dent of the AITEA, dointed out that
ne Jea:11.1l il,l fulfil tso key furter t ors the dissemination of knowledge in areas

.tu, ern ts k ,1111 01 the :ictivit res of ae 111.A hate mind its
: re, t r y put it , there was y.111 r I Cant lack of discussion and

a tern i n 1 : 1 s t r . i I t a 5 1 1 op a, k related to t ert i;iry education and especially to
it t 1,t
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